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From Editor’s Desk
The much-delayed Pakistan’s ﬁrst deep-water
container terminal at the Karachi Port has
eventually entered the ﬁnal phase of infrastructure
development to welcome mother vessels by midApril this year. Mother vessels have the capacity to
carry 17,000-18,000 containers of 20-foot each.
Existing container terminals in the country house
vessels of the capacity of around 8,000 TEUs
(twenty-foot equivalent units) due to less water
depth and other handling constraints at container
terminals.

(KSEW) in collaboration with China, while a steel cutting
ceremony for four MPVs of 1500 tons will be held soon.
According to a dispatch received from Pakistan foreign
mission in Sri Lank, MPVs HINGOL and BASOL paid their
call at Colombo Port from January 5 to January 8 to bolster
relations between Pakistan and Sri Lanka. As part of
goodwill, Pakistan maritime ships frequently visit Sri Lanka.
These calls are aimed at strengthening and augmenting the
existing strong relationship between Sri Lanka and
Pakistan. During the call, Mission Commander Ashfaq Ali
paid courtesy call on Commanders of Sri Lanka Navy, Coast
Guard and Western Naval Area. During their stay at
Colombo, MPVs HINGOL and BASOL took part in
professional maritime drills with their Sri Lankan
counterparts.
Pakistan’s KSEW Begins Construction of New Fast
Attack Craft and Tugs

K G Hussain HI(M)
Vice Admiral (Rtd)

Source: Naval-technology.com
6th January 2017

Five-Year Plan For National
Oceanography Approved

Institute

Of

Source: Pakistan today
13th January 2017

Board of Directors of National Institute of Oceanography
(NIO) on Thursday approved a ﬁve-year plan for the
institute. Science and Technology Federal Minister Rana
Tanveer presided over the meeting of NIO Board of
Directors. The meeting was attended by the senior ofﬁcers
of Pakistan Navy, SUPARCO, Defence Ministry and other
relevant institutions. Rana Tanveer said that NIO is an
important institution which gives recommendations to the
government. NIO Director General Dr Asif Inam told the
meeting that the institute needs a ship for research and
survey purpose and the minister assured the institute that
its request would be considered. Ministry of Science and
Technology Secretary Fazal Abbas said that the ﬁve-year
plan has been prepared to prevent sea intrusion and land
erosion in the coastal belt of Thatta and Badin. The PC-I for
the project has been prepared after consultation with all the
stakeholders.
PMSA Vessels Make Maiden Call At Colombo Port
Source: The Nation
9th January 2017

ISLAMABAD: The two newly state-of-the-art maritime
patrol vessels (MPVs) HINGOL and BASOL commissioned
into service with the Pakistan Maritime Security Agency
(PMSA) recently have made their maiden call at Sri Lanka’s
Colombo Port.
The 600 ton MPVS HINGOL and BASOL have been
constructed at the Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works

Pakistan’s Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works (KSEW)
has marked the start of construction of the Pakistan Navy’s
fourth Azmat-class fast attack craft (missile) and two 32t
bollard pull tugs with a steel cutting ceremony. A contract
for the fourth Azmat-class FAC was awarded to KSEW in
June 2014. Currently, the Pakistan Navy operates two
Azmat-class FACs, PNS Azmat (1013) and PNS Deshat
(1014). The third FAC was launched in September last year
and is set to be commissioned into the navy soon. The ﬁrst
FAC(M) was designed and constructed by China
Shipbuilding and Offshore International Corporation
(CSOC) under a contract of transfer of technology, while the
second craft was indigenously built at KSEW. Designed by
Maritime Technologies Complex (MTC), the 63m-long
Azmat-class FACs have a displacement capacity of 560t and
can operate at a maximum speed of 30k at a range of
1,000nm. The vessels feature a stealth design and are
equipped with advanced weapons and sensors. The FACs
can be deployed for missions such as anti surface warfare,
surveillance and policing of exclusive economic zone (EEZ)
and search-and-rescue operations. With a displacement
capacity of 481t, the 34m-long vessel can operate at a
maximum speed of 12k. The boats are propelled by two
Cummins KTA-50 1440kW turbo charged, water cooled
diesel engines and four blades ﬁxed pitch Rolls Royce
Azimuth thrusters. It is designed to perform all tugging
operations for almost all sizes of ships and crafts.
Pakistan Navy Making Efforts to Acquire Modern
Warships: Admiral Zakaullah
Source: Dawn
4th January 2017

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah on
Wednesday said that efforts were in hand to acquire modern
warships. Addressing the Pakistan Navy Fleet Annual

Efﬁciency Competition Parade and Award ceremony at PN
Dockyard in Karachi, Admiral Zakaullah stressed that the
acquisition of Hangor-class submarines would greatly add
to the operational capability of Pakistan Navy, said a
statement issued by navy. The naval chief, however, stressed
that besides the acquisition of modern weapon systems, it
was the rigorous training and untiring efforts which could
provide an edge over the enemy. He emphasised that an
efﬁcient and strong navy was vital for the protection of
Pakistan's maritime interests.
Admiral Zakaullah expressed complete satisfaction over the
professional competence and performance of Pakistan Navy
ﬂeet. He said that during last year, Pakistan Navy ﬂeet
participated in various maritime exercises and live weapon
ﬁrings. “Active participation of PN ﬂeet in these operations
helped in improving operational plans, material state and
operational capabilities of Pakistan Navy. Furthermore,
successful missile ﬁrings and effectively thwarting
adversary's submarine attempt of intrusion in our area is
also a testimony of PN ﬂeet's professional capability,” he
added.
Qatar Lauds Role Of Pakistan Navy For Peace in
Region
Source: Pakistan Broadcasting corporation
12th January 2017

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah held a
meeting with Qatar's Minister of State for Defence, Dr.
Khalid Bin Mohammad Al Attiya, in Qatar on Thursday.
They discussed matters of mutual interest and defence
collaboration between the two countries. The Admiral
highlighted Pakistan’s commitment to ﬁght against
terrorism and accentuated the role of Pakistan Navy in this
regard. Qatar's Minister of State for Defence highly
appreciated the role and contributions of Pakistan Navy in
maintaining peace and stability in the region.
Role of Pakistan Navy and NUST in promoting
education laudable: Tanveer
Source: Pakistan observer
13th January 2017

The 28th Convocation of Pakistan Navy Engineering College
(PNEC) was held today at Bahria Auditorium. Mr. Rana
Tanveer Hussain, Minister for Science and Technology was
the Chief Guest at the occasion. On arrival, the Chief Guest
was received by Rector NUST Lt General (Retd) Naweed
Zaman and Commander Karachi Rear Admiral Farrokh
Ahmad. 361 graduates were awarded degrees at the
convocation out of which 80 received Masters Degrees
whereas 281 received degrees in the discipline of Bachelors
of Engineering and Management Information Systems. To
acknowledge the outstanding academic performance of
students in their respective disciplines, 39 medals were also
awarded to the position holders which included 20
President Gold Medals, 06 Chief of the Naval Staff Gold
Medals, 07 Chancellors’ Silver Medals and 06 Rector Gold
Medals. While addressing the ceremony, Rana Tanveer
Hussain congratulated the graduating students for having

successfully completed their professional studies. He
appreciated the role of PNEC in continuously producing
quality engineers for the country as well as navies of 14 other
brotherly countries. He said that the efforts of naval
educational institutes in grooming their students
academically, professionally, morally, intellectually and
physically are laudable. He also commended the role of
NUST in promoting engineering education and said that it
is successfully achieving it mission of becoming a researchled university with a focus on technology, innovation and
community service. He added that the government is also
focusing on development of technology and promotion of
research culture in the country. Earlier in his welcome
address, Rear Admiral Dr. Nassar Ikram, Commandant
PNEC apprised the audience that 33 PNEC graduates have
been selected for employment and have already been sent to
China for professional development and training. He
highlighted with honour that QS World University ranking
has placed NUST in top 100 world universities. NUST has
been ranked number one university in HEC standing of 2015
and is also among the top 20 universities in Asia according
to BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa)
ranking. A large number of parents of graduating students
and naval ofﬁcers attended the ceremony.
Zehri Thanks Pak Navy For Welfare-Oriented
Projects
Source: Pakistan today
7th January 2017

Balochistan Chief Minister Nawab Sanaullah Zehri has
lauded Pakistan Navy for establishing cadet college at
Ormara and said that beside commitment to safeguarding
the sea frontier of the motherland, PN has always remained
proactive in welfare-oriented projects. He expressed these
views while addressing as chief guest at the ﬁrst parent’s day
of Ormara Cadet College held on Saturday, said a PN
statement.
He said that from providing hospitals and medical facilities
in Balochistan to provisioning of quality education through
a network of schools and colleges stretching along the
coastal belt of Makran, the PN has dedicated itself for the
service of the countrymen. He further highlighted that in the
wake of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) the
importance of college in this area has increased manifolds
and he could foresee the college converting into a centre of
educational excellence on national level, the credit went to
the parents for reposing conﬁdence in CCO and trusting
them to shape the future of their children.
Earlier in his address, Ormara Cadet College Principal
Commodore Masoodul Hasan thanked the chief minister
and the parents for coming long way and gracing the
occasion. He highlighted that the college produced 100pc
result in the board exams held under federal board and the
college has also earned laurels in various extra and cocurricular activities. The event was followed by cadets PT,
gymnastic, martial arts, riﬂe drill and science exhibition.
The hallmark of the event was the unique way of welcoming
the guests through traditional naval semaphore ﬂag
signaling. The event was attended by a large number of

government ofﬁcials, service and personnel parents. Various
performances of cadets on traditional military band added
colour to the ceremony and received standing ovation from
the audience.

Justice Kalhoro rejected the explanations given over the
performance of Sindh Environmental Protection Agency
(Sepa) by its director general as he failed to bring any record
to prove departmental efﬁciency.

Marine Pollution Costing Pakistan Billions Of
Rupees

Pakistan Builds New Missile Ship to Shield Chinese
Trade Routes

Source: Dawn
14th January 2017

Source: Sputnik International
5th January 2017

KARACHI: Utter neglect towards marine pollution costs
Pakistan billions of rupees every year that includes the huge
expenditures the country incurs on account of vessel repair
and maintenance, as constant ﬂow of untreated toxic
efﬂuent towards the sea has doubled (metal) corrosion rate.
This was stated by Director General of Ports and Shipping
Asad Raﬁ Chandna while talking to journalists on Friday at
Jetty No18 of West Wharf, Karachi Port Trust (KPT), where
a judicial commission had arrived to observe the level of
marine pollution at the harbour.

Pakistan has ofﬁcially begun construction of a missile
warship that the country hopes will guarantee the integrity
of its vital trade corridor with China. The China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor is key to the ﬁnancial and national
security interests of both countries. For Islamabad, Beijing’s
capital investment in infrastructure projects offers promise
to give the country’s economy a much-needed boost. But
Beijing also relies on Pakistan’s navy to ensure the safety
of oil shipments from the Arabian Sea and surrounding
maritime regions. Images of the ship’s construction indicate
that, unlike the standard Azmat model, the new ship
features larger, more powerful missiles, which some believe
could be the C-602, a Pakistani version of the Beijing’s YJ62, Defense News reported. Islamabad’s latest anti-ship
missile, Zarb, codename for the C-602, enables a 300 kg
warhead with a 280 km range. Pakistan hopes to arm the
ship with precision-guided bombs for deployment
against aerial and land-based foes. A naval launcher of landattack bombs remained incomplete as of last year, Defense
News
noted.

The commission, led by Justice Mohammad Iqbal Kalhoro,
has recently been tasked by the Supreme Court to submit a
report on environmental degradation and failure of the state
in providing clean drinking water and sanitation facilities in
the province. “Some 25 years ago, these waters were blue
where one could see dolphins. Today, marine life is extinct
because the harbour has become one hundred per cent
polluted,” Mr Chandna said while referring to a study
according to which around four million gallons of municipal
and industrial waste was discharged into the sea daily.
He regretted the fact that all the three government waste
treatment plants were lying idle while the cost of Greater
Karachi Sewage Treatment Project, better known as S-III,
pending since 2007, had increased from Rs 8 billion to
Rs39bn due to delay in its completion.
“There is neither an effective regulatory mechanism to force
industries to treat their waste at source, nor surveillance of
increasing marine pollution. If the Karachi Water and
Sewerage Board lacks sufﬁcient funds to build a treatment
plant, the children of this city and multinational companies
can do that,” he remarked, describing the neglect as
criminal.
Saeed Baloch of the Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum,
accompanying the commission, spoke about the misery of
local residents who suffered not only loss of livelihood, but
also health problems caused by marine pollution. The
commission, assisted by water quality experts, boarded a
KPT vessel to see the extent of pollution at the breakwater
but had to abandon the trip in the middle due to low
visibility caused by rain.
Samples from the site were collected by a Pakistan Council
of Research in Water Resources (PCRWR) ofﬁcial who
would submit its report to the commission.
Earlier in the day, representatives of Korangi and Landhi
associations of trade and industry Nehal Akhtar and Ather
Ali Khan appeared before the commission. None of them
could refer to any data when asked about details on
industrial units with treatment plants.

Pakistan, Oman urged to make the most of CPEC
and Gwadar Port
Source: Daily Times
13th January 2017

ISLAMABAD: Leader of the house in Senate, Raja
Muhammad Zafarul Haq, urged Pakistan and Oman to
further strengthen their bilateral relations and to jointly
capitalise on the economic opportunities provided by the
Gwadar Port and the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC). While addressing a reception hosted in honour of
State Council of Oman President Dr Yahya Mahfoodh Salim
Al-Manthri, Senator Zafarul Haq said that all the regional
countries should learn from Omanis how to coexist
peacefully without any religious prejudice, said a press
release issued.
He said that Oman has made remarkable progress in the
areas of social and economic development and has given a
special focus to improvement of education, which offers a
good precedent for the other neighbouring countries. He
said that the visit of President State Council of Oman would
open new avenues for economic cooperation between the
two countries. The visiting State Council of Oman President
said that his meetings with the president and prime minister
of Pakistan, Senate chairman and other senior government
ofﬁcials remained to be very fruitful and “we are looking
forward for enhance bilateral relations between two
countries.” The reception was attended by Chairman Senate
Mian Raza Rabbani, Deputy Chairman Senate Maulana

Abdul Ghafoor Haideri and other high ranking government
functionaries.
China’s Strategic Access To Gwadar Port: Pivotal
Position In Belt And Road – Analysis
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
9th January 2017

As the gateway and the base of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), the Gwadar Port has renewed interest
among scholars in Chinese strategic access to the Indian
Ocean and Arabian Sea. China is taking decisive steps to
improve its overall geopolitical position by developing
extensive transport networks of roads, railways, ports, and
energy corridors in its neighbourhood besides securing
natural resources.
Gwadar holds a pivotal position in the CPEC, which is a pilot
project of China’s ambitious One Belt, One Road (OBOR)
Initiative. Why is Gwadar so important for Pakistan and
China. The Gwadar port aspires to transform Pakistan into
a vibrant hub of commercial activity among the energy-rich
Western and Central Asian States.
The development of the port is being undertaken in two
phases. The ﬁrst phase of this mega project, constructed by
Chinese Harbour Engineering Company, is already
completed and operational. Currently, its second phase is in
the process of development. Labelled as a “jewel in the CPEC
crown”, the port is expected to play a pivotal role in
Pakistan’s future trade and cargo activities. For Pakistan,
the economic returns from Gwadar port stem from its
location near the Strait of Hormuz, through which 40% of
the world’s oil passes. Gwadar could emerge as a key
shipping point, bringing Pakistan much-needed income,
and when combined with the surrounding areas could
become a trade hub, once road and rail links connect it to
the rest of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Central Asia.
On the economic front, in the case of China, such investment
is important for boosting its manufacturing sector,
absorbing its domestic production overcapacity and
stimulating domestic economic growth. However economic
beneﬁts of the Gwadar port for China appears limited. The
Global Times reported that “Gwadar will not become China’s
main trade hub with Persian Gulf countries, nor serve as an
alternative route to Malacca Strait”. Further, the proposed
Gwadar-Kashi pipeline is also not viable due to high cost and
complicated geographic conditions. Therefore, it is
pertinent to ask what led to such a huge Chinese
commitment? What are the converging interests of Pakistan
and China which are driving this agenda?
Gwadar’s Development – Misgivings Must Be
Addressed
Source: The Express Tribune
2nd January 2017

GWADAR: Pakistan has embarked on a path of economic
development and progress with the planned injection of
over $50 billion worth of Chinese investment into projects

of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Of these
projects, a major scheme is the transformation of Gwadar
port into a top port of the world as well as the development
of Gwadar city and wellbeing of its natives.
However, almost all the natives and many industrialists,
businessmen, overseas Pakistanis and people from different
walks of life view the projects with suspicion as they do not
have trust in the federal and provincial governments. They
make queries about their survival under the CPEC
programme.
A visit to the Gwadar port and the city area and meetings
with the authorities concerned last week suggests that the
projects are not only on papers and development work has
been fast-paced. These projects will not push the natives to
the wall, rather, they are designed in such a way that they
will provide increased opportunities of participation for the
locals.
According to the authorities, the atmosphere of mistrust is a
product of lack of communication between the government
ofﬁcials working on the projects and the people connected
directly or indirectly.
The government needs to disseminate accurate information
about the projects and explain their advantages and
disadvantages, if any. Most importantly, it ought to step up
work on the projects that are envisaged for the wellbeing of
the natives.
Senior Economist
Regarding CPEC

Raises

Several

Questions

Source: The Express Tribune
13th January 2017

ISLAMABAD: As both countries make steady progress on
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), Dr Kaiser
Bengali, former advisor to Balochistan chief minister, has
raised the issue of socio-economic implications of the mega
investment project. Dr Bengali, who till recently was
heading Balochistan chief minister’s Policy Reform Unit,
raised 12 questions that, according to him, require
satisfactory answers in order to protect Pakistan’s economic
interests.
The questions encompass socially and politically sensitive
topics like protection of jobs, industries, implications of
CPEC on Pakistan’s balance of payments, budgetary
positions and beneﬁts Balochistan, Pakistan’s most
underdeveloped province, would get out of the $55 billion
umbrella deal.
In 2013, the Chinese president made the concept of CPEC
public for the ﬁrst time and subsequently both the countries
signed CPEC Framework agreement – which now covers
projects worth $55 billion, in addition to allied beneﬁts like
construction of industrial zones. Last month, the federal
government managed to address most of the concerns of the
provincial governments after it made them part of
development process.
The actual beneﬁts from CPEC will depend on how the
corridor is planned and executed, said Dr Bengali. “As an

advisor to former CM Balochistan, I would often get
questions that did not have answers,” he added.
China Agrees To Finance Eastbay Expressway
Source: Business Recorder
5th January 2017

China has agreed to ﬁnance Eastbay Expressway,
connecting Gwadar Port and its free zone directly to
highway, with Rs 15 billion interest-free loan under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), said Chairman
Gwadar Port Authority (GPA), Dostain Khan Jamaldini. The
proposed project was endorsed in the 6th Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC) meeting held between Pakistan
and China in Beijing, said the Chairman GPA during a
brieﬁng before the Senate Standing Committee on Ports and
Shipping. The committee met with Mohammad Ali Khan
Saif in the chair here on Wednesday. The 19-kilometre
controlled expressway would be constructed in two and half
years, while the contract would be awarded to a Chinese
company as per the agreement. The groundbreaking is
scheduled to be held in next February, Jamaldini added. The
letter of exchange has been signed between EAD and the
Chinese side during the preparatory meeting of the 6th JCC,
which was later endorsed. Gwadar Eastbay Expressway will
be a 6-lane thoroughfare with a 2-way railways track. About
5 kilometres is offshore bypassing the existing town, which
would provide immediate and uninterrupted connectivity to
Gwadar
port.
He further said that China has agreed to construct Gwadar
Airport with a 100 percent grant, ﬁrst ever in the history for
which design would be prepared jointly. However, after the
completion, the operational control of the airport would be
handed over to Civil Aviation. The chairman GPA further
said under the CPEC, China would provide Rs 1 billion for
vocational training institute in Gwadar, which would train
around
600
students
per
annum.
The committee had earlier recommended reviewing/
amending the prevailing laws/rules and comprehensive
legislation for transparent selection/ appointment of the
chairman as well as members of the KBT Board. Chairman
Karachi Port Trust (KPT) said that amendment in KPT Act
has forwarded to the Law Ministry. The secretary Ports and
Shipping revealed that 500 million gallons of polluted water
per day is ﬂowing into the Arabian Sea, affecting ﬁsheries in
Karachi.
Pakistan Has Intimated To China Its Decision: LNG
Terminal, Pipeline Early Harvest Projects
Source: Business Recorder
10th January 2017

Pakistan has intimated its decision to China that LNG
terminal and pipeline projects should be made part of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). According to
details, the Pakistani side wants to include the Gwadar LNG
terminal and Gwadar-Nawabshah pipeline projects in the
CPEC Early Harvest Programme. It was requested during
the 4th and 5th Joint Energy Working Group (JEWG).

The project foresees the import of 600MMCFD LNG
through Gwadar port. Under the proposed project, pipeline
system from Gwadar to Nawabshah will be constructed
along with installation of FSRU (ﬂoating storage and regasiﬁcation unit)-based LNG re-gasiﬁcation facilities at
Gwadar port for injection of RLNG into the pipeline system.
In order to meet the growing energy demands in the country,
the government is pursuing a comprehensive strategy
which, inter alia, envisages construction and establishment
of Gwadar-Nawabshah LNG Terminal and Pipeline Project.
The project''s concept was approved by the ECC of the
Cabinet on October 2, 2014 with an advice that the Ministry
of Petroleum and Natural Resources must arrange funding
on government-to-government or BOT basis. The
commercial entities from both sides (Inter State Gas
Systems (Pvt) Ltd Pakistan and CPP China) formally
engaged pursuant to the signing of government-togovernment framework agreement on April 20, 2015.
The ECC on April 11, 2016 considered the restructuring of
the project under the government-to-government
framework agreement for which necessary ﬁnancing
arrangement will be provided by the CPP. The work on
Gwadar LNG terminal will also be undertaken on EPC+F
basis.
Meanwhile, a price negotiations committee (PNC) has held
several meetings with the CPP to negotiate the contract price
of both the gas pipeline segment and LNG terminal at
Gwadar. The ﬁnal recommendations of the PNC along with
the PC-I for the Gwadar-Nawabshah Gas Pipeline Project
had been submitted with the Ministry of Planning for
approval. Central Development Working Party (CDWP) of
Ministry of Planning approved the PC-I on June 8, 2016. On
September 30, 2016 the Executive Committee of National
Economic Council (ECNEC) also approved the project.
Managing Director InterState Gas Systems, Mobin Saulat,
shared the details of ISGS, Iran-Pakistan Gas Project (IP)
and TAPI projects in the National Assembly''s Standing
Committee on Petroleum and Natural Resources. He said
that Pakistan shared with Iran amended Gas Sale and
Purchase Agreement (GSPA) to extend implementation
schedule and revise pricing under the $1.35 billion gas
pipeline project. The IP project will be implemented in the
extended period as an amendment in the GSPA was required
and a draft amendment had been shared with Tehran that
agreed to negotiate it along with some other changes, he
added.
He said Gwadar to Iran Pakistan border would be completed
later after lifting of the US sanctions. The length of the
pipeline is 80 kilometres. Talking about the TAPI Gas
Pipeline Project, he said 85 per cent of $10 billion equity was
raised by Turkmenistan and $200 million each were paid by
Pakistan, Afghanistan and India.
Pakistan
Navy
Holds
Annual
Competition Award Ceremony
Source: Pakistan Today
4th January 2017

Efﬁciency

Pakistan Navy Fleet Annual Efﬁciency Competition Parade
and Award Ceremony was held at PN Dockyard on
Wednesday. Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Zakaullah graced the occasion as the chief guest, said a
statement issued by the ISPR. Addressing the parade, the
chief of the Naval Staff emphasised that an efﬁcient and
strong navy is vital for the protection of Pakistan Maritime
interests.

be completed by December 2020. “Work on the ﬁrst berth is
over.”

He expressed his complete satisfaction over the professional
competence and performance of Pakistan Navy Fleet. He
said that during last year, Pakistan Navy Fleet participated
in various maritime exercises and live weapon ﬁrings.

UNO’s Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) has issued
a report which said that though Pakistan’s marine ﬁsheries
resources were very productive, but they were not
scientiﬁcally managed and over-exploited. A meeting for the
Fisheries Resource Appraisal in Pakistan Project (FRAP)
was held here at FAO’ Ofﬁce on Monday, which was chaired
by Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping Hasil Khan
Bazinjo.

Realising the challenges faced to ensure the security of
Gwadar Port, the hub of CPEC project, the naval chief also
lauded the raising of a dedicated Task Force 88 for security
purposes. He reafﬁrmed that the navy will continue to
discharge its responsibilities and contribute effectively in
ensuring the security of maritime boundaries of Pakistan.
The naval chief further said that acquisition of Hangor class
submarines would greatly add to the operational capability
of the navy, and added that efforts are in hand to acquire
modern warships. The naval chief said that besides the
acquisition of modern weapon systems, we should also keep
in mind that it is the rigorous training and untiring efforts
which can provide us an edge over the enemy.
Pakistan’s First Deep-Water Terminal To Be Ready
In April
Source: The Express Tribune
13th January 2017
KARACHI: The much-delayed Pakistan’s ﬁrst deep-water

container terminal at the Karachi Port has eventually
entered the ﬁnal phase of infrastructure development to
welcome mother vessels by mid-April this year, say ofﬁcials.
Mother vessels have the capacity to carry 17,000-18,000
containers of 20-foot each. Existing container terminals in
the country house vessels of the capacity of around 8,000
TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent units) due to deep water and
other handling constraints.
Dredging of the outer approach channel to 16-metre depth
is the last project of the Pakistan Deep Water Container Port
(PDWCP), which is in progress. “KPT (Karachi Port Trust)
has awarded the dredging contract to Van Oord Dredging
and Marine Contractors BV of the Netherlands for Rs2.98
billion,” a KPT ofﬁcial told The Express Tribune.It was
among four shortlisted ﬁrms including companies of China
and Belgium.The ﬁrm is to complete dredging work within
120 days from the date of issuance of the letter of
commencement on December 5, 2016. “It must ﬁnish the
assignment by April 4-5,” he said.
According to the ofﬁcial, Pakistan has recorded a growth of
12% in containerised cargo trafﬁc from January-October
2016 compared to the same period of last year. “We foresee
15% growth in calendar year 2017,” he said. The ofﬁcial said
ﬁrst two of the total of four berths of 375-metre each would
be ready by April or May 2017 and the remaining two would

UNO Report Asks Pakistan To Reduce Marine
Fishing
Source: Pakistan Today
9th January 2017

A copy of the FRAP ﬁnal report on the status of marine
ﬁshery resources was presented in the meeting, which
emphasised that regulation of ﬁshing effort was essential,
and for this purpose increase in ﬁshing needed to be
curtailed. The efforts should be made in reductions of
ﬁshing. It was estimated that a reduction of ﬁshing effort by
50pc would result in doubling of the economic value of the
ﬁsheries resource. Speaking on the occasion, Federal
Minister Bazinjo, appreciating the efforts of FAO in
compilation of the report, said that ﬁshermen needed to be
involved in the efforts aimed at improving the situation of
marine ﬁsheries resources in Pakistan FAO Representative
in Pakistan Patrick T Evans gave overview of the main
features of the project. He said the current report
encompassed data from previous surveys in the 1970’s,
1980’s, 1990’s well as in-depth surveys conducted from
2009 through 2015; “The clear trend for all commercial
species is that they are being seriously overﬁshed and the
long term viability of the resource is in jeopardy”.
Participants at the meeting represented various federal and
provincial government ﬁsheries and marine life institutes
and departments.
The Economics Of CPEC
Source: Dawn
3rd January 2017

IN a country where negativity and cynicism reign supreme,
critics and detractors of all kinds are revered, and emotional
outbursts and fabricated stories dominate the air waves and
social media, it is difﬁcult to present a dispassionate analysis
of national issues. Since China announced the China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), more time and energy
has been spent in ﬁnding faults, poking holes and raising
doubts based on speculation and conjecture. We are either
in a mood for celebration and self-congratulations or
outright condemnation and depiction of exaggerated
pitfalls.

G E Shipping Buys Two Suezmax Tankers
Source: World Maritime News
3rdJanuary 2017

time any investment in this sector will be in project carriers
producing ﬂeet growth in this segment of almost 3% pa to
2020, whilst the general cargo segment will contract at
around 2% pa over the same period, leading to overall MPV
ﬂeet growth of less than 1% pa to 2020.

Mumbai-based Great Eastern Shipping (G E Shipping) has
inked contracts to buy two 157,000 dwt Suezmax crude
carriers from Panama-based Bretta Tanker Holdings. The
ships in question are the 2010-built Eugenie and the 2011built Devon and they were sold for USD 36.4 million and
USD 38.6 million, respectively.

“On the face of it, the supply-demand balance is levelling
out, demand is growing faster than supply and the market is
improving,” Oatway said, adding that until rate increases are
sustained in the bulk carrier and container ship sectors,
“there will be little reprieve in their drive to obtain further
market share.”

Built by South Korean shipbuilder Samsung Heavy
Industries, the tankers are expected to join the company’s
ﬂeet in the fourth quarter of ﬁscal year 2017. Last week, G E
Shipping signed a contract to buy a 150,000 dwt Suezmax
crude carrier which will be delivered to the company also in
the fourth quarter of ﬁscal year 2017.

Shipping Will Find Ways To Ride Out Protracted
Downturn -Moore Stephens

The company’s current ﬂeet stands at 38 vessels, comprising
24 tankers and 14 dry bulk carriers, with an average age of
9.89 years. Additionally, G E Shipping has two secondhand
Aframaxes and one newbuilding Kamsarmax on order.
Following the delivery of the six contracted vessels, the
company’s ﬂeet will be comprised of 44 vessels.
Drewry: Recovery Of Multipurpose Shipping Rates
In Sight
Source: World Maritime News
4thJanuary 2017

The multipurpose shipping market is expected to see the
ﬁrst signs of recovery by the end of 2017, following in the
steps of the dry bulk and container shipping markets,
according to shipping consultancy Drewry.
Dry cargo demand is weak but strengthening with
multipurpose shipping market share expected to grow at
just under 2% per year to 2020. Demolition levels are up in
both the multipurpose and competing sectors, while
newbuilding ordering has waned, which will result in
minimal aggregate multipurpose ﬂeet growth to 2020,
Drewry said.
“Slow growth in supply, alongside better growth in demand,
is expected to help multipurpose charter rates in 2017 and
beyond, supported by a recovery in the dry bulk market,
albeit a slow one. In particular, the oversupply situation,
which has dogged this sector for many years, is expected to
level out in the medium term,” Susan Oatway, lead analyst
for multipurpose shipping at Drewry, said.
The new International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
regulation on Ballast Water Management is likely to have a
small effect on demolition levels in the multipurpose sector,
and even more so for the bulk carrier sector. At the same

Source: GCaptain
4thJanuary 2017

The shipping industry will use a mixture of experience and
innovation to navigate what is likely to be another volatile
year for the industry in 2017, says international accountant
and shipping adviser Moore Stephens.
Richard Greiner, Moore Stephens Partner, Shipping &
Transport, says, “Making predictions about the shipping
industry is as volatile an undertaking as the business of
shipping itself. Who, for example, predicted that the Baltic
Exchange would be sold to Singapore? The same people,
presumably, who foretold that Donald Trump would be
elected president of the United States, that Britain would
vote to leave the European Union, and that Leicester City
would win the English Premier League. Yet it all happened
in 2016.
“Predicting shipping’s fortunes in 2017 is as precise a science
as foretelling the English weather. But some things are at
least more likely to happen than not. Oil prices should
continue on an upward trend on the strength of the recent
OPEC production cuts. Calls for higher levels of ship
demolition will increase signiﬁcantly, although not ship
demolition itself. The cost of meeting regulatory
requirements will become clearer as the industry and its
ﬁnanciers grapple with the ﬁnancial consequences of having
to burn lower-sulphur bunker fuel whilst ensuring that their
ballast water management systems are ﬁt-for-purpose.
“In common with other industries, shipping will be waiting
to see whether Brexit really does mean Brexit. Orders will be
placed for new ships. If they are not, a number of shipyards
will go to the wall. For many, freight rates will continue to
struggle to reach the levels required to ensure commercial
viability, while consolidation will remain the buzzword in
the liner trades.
“If operating costs do not increase, concern will spread
about whether quality and safety are being sacriﬁced. Both
traditional and innovative sources of funding will remain

accessible to those with sound business plans. And cyber
security will move nearer the top of shipping’s list of things
to address.
Container Shipping Firms Link To Rise On Same
Tide
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6thJanuary 2017

A tumultuous year in the container-shipping industry,
which included one big operator going under and others
bundling together to stay aﬂoat, ended with three major
alliances poised to dominate ocean trade for years to come.
Container shipping, which moves 95 per cent of all
manufactured goods, is estimated by industry executives to
be worth $US1 trillion ($1.39 trillion) a year. Traditionally
controlled by sovereign-wealth funds and deep-pocketed
individuals, it has been a fragmented industry over the past
30 years, with dozens of operators regularly undercutting
each other on price. But overcapacity and sluggish global
trade have forced the biggest players to merge or form
alliances, allowing them to cut operating costs by hundreds
of millions of dollars by sharing ships and port calls. The
three major groupings, called 2M, Ocean Alliance and THE
Alliance, have cleared most regulatory hurdles over the past
two years.
2M, consisting of Denmark’s Maersk Line and Genevabased Mediterranean Shipping — the world’s two biggest
operators in terms of capacity — is already under way, while
the other two alliances expect to begin operations in April.
One company left out, South Korea’s Hanjin Shipping, is
shedding ships after seeking bankruptcy protection in
August.
According to marine data providers, the three alliances,
which comprise 11 shipping operators, will handle much of
the container trade on the Asia-to-Europe and trans-Paciﬁc
routes. “The few players left outside will either try to join in,
shrink to become regional operators or go belly up,” said
Lars Jensen, chief executive of Copenhagen-based Sea
Intelligence Consulting, adding that the world’s 20 biggest
shipping companies were all expected to post a loss for 2016.
The concentration of power has raised concerns among
regulators and cargo owners about price ﬁxing and reduced
services, though the Federal Maritime Commission in
November said it saw no evidence of price collusion among
the alliances. “We have a monitoring process in place, and if
there is an unreasonable increase in prices or a decrease in
services, it could lead to an injunction to break up an alliance
or lead to other necessary action,” said William Doyle, a
commissioner at the US maritime watchdog.
Tropical Shipping Enhances Canadian Service
Source: World Maritime News
9thJanuary 2017

US-based transporter Tropical Shipping is set to launch a
container shipping service from the Canadian Port of
Halifax on January 9, 2017.

The company’s 1,118 TEU containership Vega Omega will
depart Halterm International Container Terminal in
Canada, “bringing improved import and export connectivity
to customers in Florida, The Bahamas, Puerto Rico and the
Caribbean.”
According to Kim Holtermand, Halterm’s Chief Operating
Ofﬁcer, “the terminal can meet both Tropical Shipping’s
performance needs in 2017 and plan for extended
operations in 2018 through 2019 when Tropical will take
delivery of larger capacity vessels.”
“With our new vessels due to start service in June 2018,
Tropical Shipping is working closely with Halterm, CN and
the Port of Halifax to build on our specialized reefer trade,”
Tim Martin, Tropical Shipping’s VP Commercial & Trades,
said.
Port Authority Of Valencia To Upgrade Its Three
Ports
Source: World Maritime News
5thJanuary 2017

Spain’s Port Authority of Valencia (APV) has unveiled its
intentions to invest more than EUR 233 million (USD 244.5
million) into its three ports until 2020. The investment
covers the three state-owned ports of Valencia, Sagunto and
Gandía. The port authority said that it would invest EUR
56.1 million into modernization works in 2017, while the
remaining amount of EUR 177 million would be invested
during the period from 2018 to 2020.
A total of EUR 35.4 million of the amount would be used to
provide new berths, port facilities and access roads at the
port of Valencia in 2017, as well as undertake dredging
operations at the Príncipe Felipe and Levante docks. The
works are expected to increase the draft of Valencia’s three
terminals to 18 meters as the ports prepare to welcome
containerships carrying up to 18,000 TEU.
Bimco: Shipping Industry Has Work Cut Out For
Itself In 2017
Source: GCaptain
5thJanuary 2017

The shipping industry has its work cut out going forward in
2017 as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecast the
lowest level of global GDP growth since 2009. 2017 will see
another year of die-hard competition, which now includes
tankers. In 2016, the container shipping industry bit the
bullet in terms of demolition and consolidation to help the
market to recover. The dry bulk sector needs to copy that
approach.
The longer global economic growth remains weak and lacks
investment, the lower future growth potential for shipping.
For eight years, the world has struggled to cope with huge
changes and challenges brought around by the crash of the
ﬁnancial market in 2008. The resulting issues have not
always been dealt with in the best way, leaving many large
economies still in ‘recovery’ mode.

The full restoration of shipping markets will need several
years of solid improvements to lift ﬂeet utilisation rates.
Sector overcapacity almost everywhere must be reduced.
Government support for any industry – including shipping
– which is feeling the heat of global competition might seem
like a good thing. But direct subsidies from governments in
fact have a negative impact on the global shipping industry
as they affect free trade and undermine the level playing
ﬁeld for businesses.
In pure economic terms, 2016 has seen Europe improving,
the US stagnating and Japan at a standstill. So, we have not
seen much global change aside from some interregional
trade ﬂows and there has been no real growth of demand on
a broader scale.
Port Of Virginia Sets Annual Box Volume Record
Source: World Maritime News
12thJanuary 2017

The US Port of Virginia set a new annual record for
container cargo volume, having handled more than 2.65
million TEUs in 2016, a 4.2 percent increase over prior
year’s total. In 2016, import and export volumes were up 6
percent and 2.6 percent, respectively, over the prior year. “In
2016, we moved 106,000 more TEUs than we did in 2015,
which until now, was our highest volume year on record,”
John F. Reinhart, CEO and executive director of the Virginia
Port Authority, said.
The port saw increases in TEUs, rail volume and total
volume at Virginia Inland Port. Further, Richmond Marine
Terminal (RMT) had its most productive year since the Port
of Virginia began leasing the facility in 2010, the port said.
“Our focus now is getting underway with our capacity
projects Norfolk International Terminals (NIT) and Virginia
International Gateway (VIG), completing and opening the
new gate at NIT in June and expanding our rail reach into
our market by making use of the National Gateway, CSX’s
double-stack route into the Midwest,” Reinhart added.
The fourth quarter of 2016 was the best in the port’s history
– there were double-digit increases in volume and the port
increased its market share of the US East Coast cargo
volume from 12.9 percent to 14.5 percent. December 2016 is
the half-way mark in the ﬁscal year 2017 and thus far TEU
volumes are 1.37 million TEUs, which is a rise of 6 percent
when compared with the same period last ﬁscal year. The
calendar year was completed with December’s TEU volumes
of 229,624 TEUs, making it the eleventh consecutive month
of TEU volumes exceeding 210,000 units.
Fifth Newbuilding Joins Navig8 Chemical Tankers'
Fleet
Source: World Maritime News
12th January 2017

Navig8 Chemical Tankers, a joint venture between the
Navig8 Group and Oaktree Capital Management, has taken
delivery of the Navig8 Saiph, a 25,000 dwt stainless steel
chemical tanker, from Japanese shipbuilder Kitanihon
Shipbuilding. The Navig8 Saiph is the ﬁfth of six vessels
ordered by the company from Kitanihon. In addition, the
tanker is the ﬁrst of two vessels to be partially ﬁnanced
under the secured loan facility with UniCredit Bank
announced in November 2016.
The 16,000 gross ton Navig8 Saiph will be entered into and
operated in the company’s Stainless8 pool. In October 2016,
Navig8 Chemical Tankers took delivery of the fourth of six
25,000 dwt stainless steel chemical tankers contracted at
Kitanihon Shipbuilding. The construction of the Navig8
Sceptrum, the sixth tanker from the batch, is expected to be
completed this year, according to data provided by Vessels
Value.
Port Of Long Beach Volumes Slide Amid Industry
Headwinds
Source: World Maritime News
12thJanuary 2017

Slowed by industry headwinds and challenges that included
Hanjin Shipping’s bankruptcy, the Port of Long Beach saw
an overall cargo volumes decrease of 5.8 percent in 2016.
The year started on a high note in Long Beach, with
shipments rising in early 2016 compared to the same period
in 2015. Later in 2016, shifting service routes under the new
alliances and the August bankruptcy of the former majority
stakeholder at the 381-acre Pier T container terminal
contributed to a slide in cargo ﬁgures.
Despite the decrease in volumes the port moved close to 6.8
million containers in 2016, marking its ﬁfth best year ever,
Port of Long Beach said. A total of 6,775,171 TEUs moved
through docks in 2016. Imports totaled 3,442,575 TEUs,
down 5 percent, and exports were up 0.3 percent to
1,529,497. Empty containers were down 11.7 percent to
1,803,098.
Cargo was 8 percent lower in December compared to the
same month in 2015. Imports decreased 8.2 percent to
271,599 twenty-foot equivalent units, or TEUs. Exports fell
2.5 percent to 122,933 TEUs, while empties declined 11.4
percent to 154,397 TEUs. By the end of 2016, the Harbor
Commission had approved an agreement for a subsidiary of
Mediterranean Shipping Co., one of the world’s largest
container ship operators, to take sole control of the longterm lease at Pier T. “Now we have one of the largest ocean
carriers in the world as a major partner and we’re well
positioned to rebound in 2017,” she added.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (1-15 JANUARY 2017)
Date
3-Jan-17

Import in Tonnes
307,322

Export in Tonnes
80,844

Total
388,166

4-Jan-17

138,142

24,931

163,073

5-Jan-17

96,952

23,810

120,762

6-Jan-17

105,674

20,793

126,467

7-Jan-17

151,054

29,960

181,014

10-Jan-17

290,541

75,691

366,232

11-Jan-17

66,656

20,813

87,469

12-Jan-17

72,255

30,126

102,381

13-Jan-17

57,282

22,629

79,911

14-Jan-17

94,423

17,388

111,811

Fortnightly Total

1,380,301

346,985

1,727,286

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (1-15 JANUARY 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

3-Jan-17

74,954

36,021

110,975

4-Jan-17

69,552

24,889

94,441

5-Jan-17

130,152

39,348

169,500

6-Jan-17

99,780

39,426

139,206

7-Jan-17

99,797

43,073

143,044

10-Jan-17

66,806

36,502

103,308

11-Jan-17

123,589

13,167

136,756

12-Jan-17

86,692

21,774

108,466

13-Jan-17

130,816

38,247

169,063

14-Jan-17

146,591

39,615

186,206

Fortnightly Total

1,028,729

332,062

1,360,791

Source: Business Recorder

China Navy Conﬁrms Carrier Conducted Drills In
South China Sea
Source: Reuter
3rdJanuary 2016

China's sole aircraft carrier conducted drills in the South
China Sea, the navy said, days after neighboring Taiwan said
the carrier and accompanying ships had passed 90 nautical
miles south of the island amid renewed tension between the
two sides. The Soviet-built Liaoning aircraft carrier and
accompanying warships sailed round the east coast of
Taiwan in what China called a routine exercise complying
with international law.
The carrier's J-15 ﬁghters conducted ﬂight exercises in
"complex sea conditions" on Monday, the People's
Liberation Army Navy said on its ofﬁcial microblog late the
same day. The carrier group also ran helicopter exercises, it
said, but did not give details on the exact location.
China claims most of the South China Sea through which
about $5 trillion in ship-borne trade passes every year.
Neighbors Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and
Vietnam also have claims. The drills also come at a time of
heightened strain with self-ruled Taiwan, which Beijing
claims as its own, following U.S. President-elect Donald
Trump's telephone call with the island's president that upset
Beijing.
Last month China conducted its ﬁrst ever live-ﬁre drills
using an aircraft carrier close to Korea and announced on
Dec. 25 that the Liaoning and its accompanying ﬂeet would
carry out what it called routine exercises in the Western
Paciﬁc. Taiwan's Defence Ministry said on Dec. 26 that the
Liaoning and ﬁve accompanying ships had entered the top
half of the South China Sea after passing south of Taiwan,
and later docked at a base on China's Hainan island.
U.S. Navy Will Add Nine Ships in 2017
Source: Popular Mechanics
3rdJanuary 2016

This year the U.S. Navy will add nine ships to the battle force
as it slowly grows towards a 300-ship ﬂeet. Most likely, these
new ships are a sign of things to come as President-elect
Donald Trump campaigned on a promise to boost the Navy
to 350 ships.
Nine ships are scheduled to be commissioned into the ﬂeet
in 2017, meaning they are fully manned, functional, and
assigned to a major command. The total includes one
aircraft carrier, two destroyers, two nuclear attack
submarines, and four littoral combat ships. The Navy is set
to gain the USS Gerald R. Ford, the ﬁrst in a new class of

aircraft carrier. The Ford has the same aircraft capacity as
the older Nimitz-class carriers, typically 64 aircraft but
capable of embarking up to 90. The carrier introduces a host
of new technologies, including a redesigned island,
electromagnetic catapult system, new aircraft arresting gear,
a new nuclear reactor, and new multifunction and volume
search radars.
Ford is the ﬁrst new aircraft carrier in eight years, following
the USS George H.W. Bush in January 2009. Construction
began in 2005 but technical problems the Navy blames on a
brand-new ship design pushed it behind schedule and over
budget. Ford has incurred an estimated $3.2 billion cost in
overruns and was originally set to be commissioned in 2014.
Ford's introduction will boost the Navy's carrier force back
up to 11 ships. Federal law requires the Navy to keep 11
carriers on active duty at all times, but the retirement of USS
Enterprise necessitated a temporary waiver.
Russian Navy Ships Visit Manila
Source: News
5thJanuary 2016

Two Russian Navy ships have arrived in Manila for a
goodwill visit as President Rodrigo Duterte tries to bolster
ties with Moscow, including a possible weapons deal.
Rear Admiral Eduard Mikhailov, deputy commander of
Russia's Paciﬁc Fleet, said a wide range of equipment was
brought on the anti-submarine ship Admiral Tributs and the
sea tanker Boris Butoma to demonstrate to the Philippine
military during the ﬁve-day visit.
"Our governments will maybe discuss in some period of time
the possibilities of our maritime exercises," he said, adding
that Russia had been holding drills with the Indonesian
navy. This is the third such Russian visit to the Philippines,
but is the ﬁrst under Mr Duterte's administration.
Russian ships also made trips to the Philippines in January
2012 and May 2016. This week's visit will include meetings
between naval ofﬁcials, as well as the opening of the ships to
the public and Russian tours of historical places in Manila.
US Navy to Deploy USS Carl Vinson in Asia
Source: Naval- technology
3rdJanuary 2016

The US Navy will deploy a third Nimitz-class supercarrier
USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70) Strike Group in Asia to add to the
ﬂeet of two carriers already patrolling the South China Sea.
This new deployment is part of US Navy’s attempt to boost
its naval air forces in this part of Asian region. The nuclearpowered USS Carl Vinson will be deployed in Asia from

Naval Base San Diego, which is the key homeport of the US
Paciﬁc Fleet.
The third Carrier Strike Group will be accompanied by the
Ticonderoga-class cruiser USS Lake Champlain (CG-57) and
the Arleigh Burke-class guided missile destroyer USS Wayne
E Meyer (DDG-108). Three warships will be later joined by
another guided missile destroyer, the USS Michael Murphy
(DDG-112), reported China Topix. Comprising 7,500 sailors
and airmen attached to a wide range of squadrons under
Carrier Air Wing 2, the USS Carl Vinson will aim at
enhancing maritime security operations and theatre security
cooperation efforts, along with carrying out exercises with
partner countries in the western Paciﬁc and Indian oceans.
Named after a Georgian who was a member of Congress for
over ﬁve decades, the Carl Vinson aircraft carrier will carry
ships and sailors from San Diego, reported KPBS. The
supercarrier will join the Carrier Strike Groups of the
aircraft carriers, which are the USS Ronald Reagan (CVN76) from the US Navy Seventh Fleet and the USS John C
Stennis (CVCN-74) from the navy’s Third Fleet.
Japanese Destroyers Dock In Philippines For
Resupply, Exchanges
Source: ABS-CBN News
5thJanuary 2016

Two Japanese naval vessels made a port call on the
Philippines on Wednesday, ahead of the planned visit of
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in mid-January. The
destroyers Inazuma and Suzutsuki of the Japanese Maritime
Self-Defense Force docked at Subic Bay in the western part
of Luzon, the country's main island, for supply
replenishment, maintenance work and crew rest, as well as
exchanges aimed at promoting goodwill.
They are returning to Japan after having participated in
counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden. In a
statement, the Philippine Navy said the visit "is expected to
enhance the already strong relationship" between the two
countries' naval forces, while also promoting camaraderie
and naval diplomacy.
U.S. Navy To Deploy Advanced Early Warning
Aircraft To Japan
Source: Reuters
5thJanuary 2016

The U.S. Navy on Thursday said it will deploy its latest
advanced early warning aircraft to Japan to bolster air
defences, deterring potential missile attacks and intrusions
by stealth aircraft.
The Northrop Grumman Corp E-2D Advanced Hawkeye
deployment is part of a U.S. military pivot to Asia of its most
advanced aircraft and ships to counter China's growing
military strength.
The move, although planned before the U.S. election, comes
amid fresh tension between the United States and Japan as

President-elect Donald Trump questions the longstanding
One-China policy.
"The Advanced Hawkeye’s suite of systems allow it to act as
the 'digital quarterback' of the ﬂeet, collecting and
distributing the tactical picture to command centers and
other assets," the U.S. Navy said in a press release.
The aircraft, designed to operate from aircraft carriers, will
be based at the U.S. Marine Corps Air Station in Iwakuni in
western Japan. It can act as a networked battle management
platform, guiding other aircraft and ships to ﬁre on
incoming threats.
The Navy did not give a speciﬁc number, but a squadron
typically includes between 12 and 24 aircraft. The new
aircrafts replace an older version, the E-2s.
U.S. military units in Japan have also been among the ﬁrst
to receive other advanced equipment, including the Boeing
Co's P-8A Poseidon submarine hunting patrol aircraft and
Lockheed Martin Corp's F-35 stealth ﬁghter.
Russian Aircraft Carrier Departs Mediterranean
Source: Maritime executive
6thJanuary 2016

With the bombardment of Aleppo over and the conﬂict in
Syria drawing to a close, Russia has withdrawn the carrier
Admiral Kuznetsov from the eastern Mediterranean. She
will return to her assigned area of operations with Russia's
Northern Fleet, and her battle group, comprised of the
cruiser Pyotr Veliky, two destroyers and a number of
auxiliaries, will accompany her voyage.
"In accordance with the decision of Supreme Commanderin-Chief of the Russian Armed Forces Vladimir Putin, the
Defense Ministry is beginning to reduce the Armed Forces
grouping in Syria," Gen. Valery Gerasimov told reporters.
"The Russian Armed Forces’ carrier group led by the
Admiral Kuznetsov heavy carrier will embark from the
Mediterranean to Northern Fleet’s base [on Friday].”
The commander of Russia’s Group of Forces in Syria,
Colonel-General Andrei Kartapolov, told Russian state
media that the aircraft carrier naval group completed its
tasks and it is ready for further operations. While the
Kuznetsov has departed, Russia's Northern Fleet is expected
to deploy on further voyages to the Mediterranean, the
Arctic and the Atlantic throughout 2017.
The Kuznetsov strike group arrived off Syria in early
November. Despite repeated Russian promises that she
would not be used in the Syrian conﬂict, she soon launched
aircraft in support of the Syrian government's campaign to
retake Aleppo.
The campaign presented Russia's ﬁrst opportunity to test
out naval ﬂight operations in combat conditions. The
Kuznetsov’s air wings ﬂew over 400 combat sorties in
November and December, but the Soviet-era carrier, which
has been plagued with maintenance issues over her 22 years

in operation, suffered the loss of two ﬁghters due to the
failure of the ship's arresting gear. In addition, sources
indicate that Russia had to hire retired pilots as contractors
in order to ﬁll out the ranks of its naval aviators. Western
analysts suggest that given her limitations, Kuznetsov’s
presence had little material effect on the broader military
campaign.
Naval Exercises On, Jakarta Smooths Over Rift

communication channels were suspended by Beijing from
June.
"I want to emphasize our government has sufﬁcient
capability to protect our national security. It's not necessary
to overly panic," said Chang Hsiao-yueh, minister for
Taiwan's Mainland Affairs Council, during a news brieﬁng
in response to reporters' questions on the Liaoning.
"On the other hand, any threats would not beneﬁt crossStrait ties," she said.

Source: The Australian
7thJanuary 2016

Electric Boat Says It Can Meet Navy Goal For Adding
Subs

Australia and Indonesia are planning to go ahead with a
joint naval exercise within months, in a bid to restore crucial
defence ties after a new statement from Jakarta sought to
smooth over a damaging military rift. The naval operation,
expected to involve several ships and hundreds of personnel,
will include port visits and a coordinated patrol and will
proceed as scheduled despite this week’s row over
“offensive” material at a Perth base.

Source: CNBC
9thJanuary 2016

The Weekend Australian was told last night there was “no
change” to the schedule, amid clear signs of a recovery from
the disputes aired this week, when Indonesian defence chief
General Gatot Nurmantyo claimed a suspension of joint
work on all fronts. In a key move to calm the dispute,
Indonesia’s top coordinating minister, Wiranto, declared
the suspension would be restricted to training sessions only
and could be lifted as soon as Australia completed its
ﬁndings into the Perth incident.
The assurance puts both countries on track to a full
restoration of military ties when Australian Army chief
Angus Campbell heads to Jakarta this month — a date is yet
to be set — to convey the conclusions of his investigation into
the affair.
Taiwan Scrambles Jets, Navy As China Aircraft
Carrier Enters Taiwan Strait
Source: Reuters
11thJanuary 2016

Taiwan scrambled jets and navy ships on Wednesday as a
group of Chinese warships, led by its sole aircraft carrier,
sailed through the Taiwan Strait, the latest sign of
heightened tension between Beijing and the self-ruled
island. China's Soviet-built Liaoning aircraft carrier,
returning from exercises in the South China Sea, was not
encroaching in Taiwan's territorial waters but entered its air
defense identiﬁcation zone in the southwest, Taiwan's
defense ministry said.
As a result, Taiwan scrambled jets and navy ships to "surveil
and control" the passage of the Chinese ships north through
the body of water separating Taiwan and China, Taiwan
defense ministry spokesman Chen Chung-chi said. Taiwan
military aircraft and ships have been deployed to follow the
carrier group, which is sailing up the west side of the median
line of the strait, he said. Taiwan's top policymaker for China
affairs urged Beijing to resume dialogue, after ofﬁcial

Submarine builder Electric Boat would be able to meet the
expectations of an ambitious U.S. Navy shipbuilding plan,
given the time and resources, company president Jeffrey
Geiger said Monday. The Navy released a 355-ship proposal
last month that calls for adding 47 ships, including 18 attack
submarines. That's ﬁve more ships than Republican
President-elect Donald Trump proposed while on the
campaign trail. It would be the biggest shipbuilding boom
since the end of the Cold War.
Geiger spoke to government and business leaders Monday
for the company's annual update and said the Navy has been
asking him for several weeks whether Electric Boat could
still build two attack submarines a year, or even three, when
a new class of ballistic-missile submarines is under
construction. He told an Associated Press reporter
afterward that the company would be able to meet the
Navy's expectations but would have to expand its workforce,
supplier base and facilities.
"I'm excited about the potential opportunity, and very
pleased that the Virginia-class submarine is as vital to the
Navy mission as it is, that it could represent that kind of an
increase in the ﬂeet," Geiger said. The General Dynamics
Corp. subsidiary builds two Virginia-class attack
submarines with Newport News Shipbuilding in Virginia
annually. Electric Boat also is designing the ballistic-missile
submarines. Construction on those ships isn't expected to
begin any sooner than the fall of 2020. Once construction
begins, the production of attack submarines will typically be
one a year.
What Happened To The Navy Seawolf Submarine
Source: Warrior
1stJanuary 2016

One of the most powerful submarines ever built was cut
short not by enemy action but by history and economics.
Despite their advanced, world-beating capabilities, only
three Seawolf-class submarines were ever built, doomed by
the end of the Cold War and escalating costs. Fast, deep
diving and bristling with weapons, the U.S. Navy’s Seawolf
subs are more relevant than ever in the face of Russian and
Chinese naval ambitions.

Oil Prices At Highest Level Since Summer 2015
Source: Shipping watch
6thJanuary 2017

This Tuesday, oil prices climbed to the highest level since
July 2015. According to Saxo Bank's commodity strategist,
the market is now starting to feel the effects of the reduced
output.
Here’s Why Oil Price Volatility
Signiﬁcantly In 2017

Could

Cool

was producing at elevated levels and running down spare
capacity, it corresponded with the largest and longest bull
run for oil in recent memory. OPEC’s spare capacity ran
below 2 mb/d for most of that period.
All of this is to say that the large cuts in production in 2017,
assuming that they do occur, are not entirely bullish for oil
prices. Saudi Arabia has promised to cut output from 10.6
mb/d down close to 10.0 mb/d. That will move a slice of
active production into latent spare capacity. Add to that the
smaller contributions from other OPEC and non-OPEC
members, and the global spare capacity is set to grow for the
ﬁrst time in years (aside from a small uptick at the end of
2015).

Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
4thJanuary 2017

Energy Commodity Prices Rose More Than Other
Commodity Sectors In 2016

There is a wide variety of opinions on whether or not OPEC
will deliver on its promised cuts of 1.2 million barrels per
day, and a lot hangs in the balance. The difference between
OPEC members complying with the deal and ignoring it
altogether is a big one. It will go a long way in determining
whether or not the oil price rally continues on its upward
trajectory or begins to ﬁzzle.

Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
4thJanuary 2017

But while large cuts from OPEC are generally very bullish for
oil prices, there is a side effect on the oil market from those
reductions that could mute the price impact. Taking such a
large volume of oil off the market does not make that
production capacity go away. Indeed, moving 1.2 mb/d of
capacity from active production into idled capacity will
provide a substantial buffer to any unforeseen supply
disruption.
That has always been the logic behind OPEC’s use of “spare
capacity.” Saudi Arabia is pretty much the only country that
has a large volume of oil capacity sitting on the sidelines,
output that can be ramped up within a few weeks or months.
The EIA deﬁnes spare capacity as output that can be turned
on within 30 days and sustained for at least 90 days. Periods
of low oil prices and low price volatility tend to correspond
with periods of time in which Saudi Arabia has a large
cushion of spare capacity. If the global oil market suffers
from a surprise outage – say from a natural disaster like
Hurricane Katrina or a man-made disaster like the war in
Iraq – then there is capacity that can be called upon to plug
any supply deﬁcit.
Saudi Arabia has done this in the past, and because the oil
markets are aware that such a capacity exists, volatility tends
to be lower than it otherwise would be. When Saudi Arabia
ratchets down production, which necessarily creates a larger
buffer of spare capacity, volatility tends to soften. The
opposite also tends to be true: when the market tightens,
and Saudi Arabia ramps up production to meet demand, it
does not always lead to lower prices. A smaller spare
capacity can spook oil traders, especially when an outage
occurs. In the period between 2003 and 2008, when OPEC

The spot energy index in the S&P Goldman Sachs
Commodity Index (GSCI) rose 48% since the start of 2016,
more than any other commodity group in the S&P GSCI. The
spot S&P GSCI industrial metals, precious metals, and
agriculture indices increased less, rising 22%, 8%, and 5%,
respectively, while the spot S&P GSCI livestock index
declined 10%. Among individual commodities, zinc, natural
gas, crude oil, and diesel saw larger percentage increases
than all other commodities in the S&P GSCI. Commodity
price movements were inﬂuenced by global economic
growth as well as by commodity-speciﬁc supply-side factors
in 2016.
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) and Brent, two major crude
oil benchmarks, account for 69% of the weighting in the S&P
GSCI energy index. As a result, the energy index tends to
follow major price movements in the crude oil market. After
two years of signiﬁcant price declines, crude oil prices rose
from the 13-year lows set in January and February 2016.
With declines in crude oil production in the United States,
China, Canada, and Venezuela, global liquid fuels inventory
growth slowed in 2016 compared with 2015. Since May,
crude oil prices have generally remained between $40 per
barrel (b) and the low $50/b range. Crude oil prices rose to
their highest points in 2016 during December after the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and non-OPEC countries announced agreements to cut
crude oil production beginning in 2017.
Chinese Steel Prices Start 2017 Higher; Vietnamese
Steel Exports To Us Grow Fivefold
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
5thJanuary 2017

Chinese steel prices started the new year with a positive
twist, although some Chinese folk would hardly call it
positive, as gains were brought about by adverse weather

conditions in the country’s Northern provinces. Investors
are expecting a slight deﬁcit of steel goods following the
Chinese government’s moves to curb steel production in
regions with a hampered ecological situation. Heavy smog
has covered Northern China this weekend and will continue
to make life harder for the locals until Thursday, according
to weather reports. Traditionally, during such weather
calamities China is curbing steel output, as well as halting
cement production and construction works.
The most active May rebar contract at the Shanghai
Exchange gained 0.6% on the day to 2,927 yuan or about
$420.87 per ton. Iron ore price at the Dalian Commodity
Exchange rose 0.2% to 555,5 yuan per ton.
While China is endorsing steel production cuts to ease the
blows dealt to its ecology combined with decreased demand
from the US following the introduction of higher tariffs on
Chinese-origin steel, Vietnam is reaping the beneﬁts, as
lower Chinese imports must be substituted from elsewhere.
According to the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI),
US steel import from Vietnam rose 419.6% in JanuaryNovember 2016 over the 2015 ﬁgure to 903,000 tons.
Vietnam outpaced China, Taiwan and Germany, and is now
holding third place among top steel exporters to the US
following South Korea and Turkey.
China Iron Ore, Steel Ease On Weaker Demand,
Higher Stocks
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
5thJanuary 2017

Chinese iron ore and steel rebar prices eased again on
Wednesday, with rebar hitting a six-week low, amid
continued concerns about weak demand and rising stocks.
Falling for a third straight session, iron ore on the Dalian
Commodity Exchange settled at 539 yuan ($77.53) per
tonne, down 2 percent. Domestic stocks remain at 2-1/2year highs, rising by 90,000 tonnes last week to almost 11
million tonnes.
“The pullback results from the big amount of inventory,
whereas the downstream market is not active,” said Liu
Xinwei, steel analyst at China Sublime Information Group,
pointing to the drop-off in construction activity during
winter months.
The most-active rebar contract for May delivery on the
Shanghai Futures Exchange dropped 0.75 percent to 2,914
yuan per tonne. Earlier in the session, it fell to 2,827 yuan,
its weakest since Nov. 22. Average metal inventory at steel
mills is between 8 and 10 days, signiﬁcantly better than a
month ago when stockpiles could only support one day’s
needs, according to China Sublime.
Turnover has been low after the new year holiday and ahead
of China’s week-long Lunar New Year holiday at the end of
January. On Wednesday, 2.7 million lots of steel changed
hands, the lowest daily volume since mid-December 2015
and just 1.01 million contracts of iron ore traded, the
smallest amount since June 2015. Consumption typically
slows during the cold winter months when the construction

sector ebbs, but analysts are also worried about a slowdown
in the world’s second-largest economy.
Tankers To Beneﬁt From Additional Chinese Oil
Import Demand Says Shipbroker
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
6thJanuary 2017

Tanker owners could beneﬁt from a further increase in
China’s demand for oil imports says shipbroker Charles R.
Weber in a relative feature. According to the shipbroker, for
much of 2016, there were concerns that the slowing pace of
Chinese economic growth and burgeoning reﬁned product
stocks would lead to a softening in China’s appetite to import
oil. “However, we estimate that China’s full year imports are
set to increase by 9%”, said the shipbroker citing a number
of factors which have contributed to the recovery in crude oil
imports. These include the decline in Chinese crude oil
production, the revival of reﬁnery throughputs and the drive
to add to strategic oil reserves.
According to CR Weber, “Chinese crude oil production has
dropped sharply in 2016 from 4.25million b/d in December
2015 to 3.8million b/d in October, which was a seven-year
low. It recovered to 3.93million b/d in November but we are
presently anticipating an estimated number of around
2,437,000 tons of domestic crude exports for China for
2016, down 77% from their 2000 exports. Aging oil ﬁelds
and a low oil prices were an important factor undermining
crude oil production in 2016, but we anticipate the decline
to continue – with output set to fall to 3.5million b/d by
2020”.
Saudi Aramco Explores Feb Oil Supply Cuts Of 3-7
Percent To Meet Opec Target
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
6thJanuary 2017

Saudi Aramco has started talks with customers globally to
discuss possible cuts of 3 percent to 7 percent in February
crude loadings to comply with OPEC production cuts, four
sources with knowledge of the matter said on Thursday.
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) agreed in late November to cut production in the
ﬁrst half of 2017 to reduce global oversupply and prop up
prices. Under the deal, Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest oil
exporter, agreed to cut output by 486,000 barrels per day
(bpd), or 4.61 percent of its October output of 10.544 million
bpd. “Aramco is approaching all its customers for possible
cuts from February and discussing likely (supply)
scenarios,” one of the sources said. “Nothing is conﬁrmed
yet,” he said, adding that the scenarios were for 3 percent to
7 percent cuts. Aramco did not immediately comment.
State oil giant Aramco will be receiving nominations for
February crude supplies from its customers and is assessing
which grades it could cut, a second source said.
Aramco raised the ofﬁcial selling price (OSP) for most of the
crude grades it sells to Asia and the United States, but cut
prices to Europe.

China's Iran Oil Imports To Hit Record On New
Production: Sources
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
6thJanuary 2017

China’s Iranian crude oil imports may rise to a record this
year as state-owned oil ﬁrms lift more crude through their
upstream investments while extending their current supply
contracts, senior industry and trading sources said. Chinese
ﬁrms were expected to lift between 3 million to 4 million
barrels more Iranian oil each quarter in 2017 than last year,
four sources with knowledge of the matter estimated. That
would be about 5 percent to 7 percent higher than the
620,000 barrels per day (bpd) of Iranian crude the country
has imported during the ﬁrst 11 months of 2016, according
to the customs data.
Iran, a member of the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC), won an exemption from the
group’s production cuts agreed to on Nov. 30 and may raise
output slightly. China’s demand for foreign crude could
touch new highs as state-run reﬁners start up new plants
and as Beijing allows more independent reﬁners to import
crude, with the country forecast to remain a key driver of
2017 demand growth.
State reﬁner Sinopec Corp and state-run oil trader Zhuhai
Zhenrong Corp, the two biggest Chinese lifters of Iran’s oil,
are set to roll over annual supply agreements with National
Iranian Oil Co (NIOC), with combined volumes of about
505,000 bpd, two sources with knowledge of the agreements
said. Additionally, China National Petroleum Corp (CNPC)
and Sinopec expect to lift more oil this year from two
oilﬁelds they operate under service contracts, the sources
said. A press ofﬁcial with Sinopec said the company does not
comment on operational matters. CNPC and NIOC did not
immediately respond to requests for comment.
Iraq Begins Reducing Oil Output In Keeping With
OPEC Decision: Minister
Source: Reuters
6thJanuary 2017

Iraq has begun implementing measures to reduce national
oil output in keeping with an OPEC decision, the oil minister
said on Thursday. “Iraq afﬁrms its commitment to the OPEC
decision which was taken in the last meeting in Vienna by
putting in place a studied plan to reduce production from
the country’s ﬁelds from the start of the new year,” Jabar Ali
al-Luaibi said in a statement.
OPEC agreed in November to cut output by 1.2 million
barrels per day from January 2017 to support prices. Iraq,
OPEC’s second-largest producer, agreed to reduce output by
200,000 bpd to 4.351 million bpd. Reliant on oil sales for
most of its income, Iraq had resisted production cuts, saying
it needed revenue to fund a war against Islamic State
militants who seized a third of the country’s territory in
2014. But it has accepted a lower production reference level
as part of the OPEC deal that estimated its output at 4.561
million bpd.

Iraq is reviewing several options to implement the
reduction, including cuts from Kirkuk oilﬁeld, southern
ﬁelds being developed by oil majors or other state-run areas,
Luaibi told Reuters last month. Luaibi said his ministry was
in discussions with foreign companies operating Iraq’s giant
southern ﬁelds to implement some cuts during scheduled
maintenance. Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said on
Tuesday the autonomous Kurdish region was exporting
more than its allocated share of oil.
Asia Fuel Oil-Diffs And Spreads Steady As Volatile
Oil Prices Curb Trades
Source: Business Recorder
6thJanuary 2017

SINGAPORE: Asia's fuel oil market was stable in thin
trading on Friday even as cash differentials for 180- and
380-cst high sulphur fuel oil narrowed slightly. Three trades
for 380-cst fuel were reported in the Platt's windows
compared with 12 bids and 19 offers for the same grade.
There were no trades for 180-cst high sulphur fuel.
Narrowed cash differentials should indicate ﬁrmer demand
for bunkers amid lower arbitrage inﬂows, but thin physical
trading volumes indicated traders were still adopting a waitand-see attitude, traders said. "We are waiting for the
market to show direction," said one Singapore-based trader.
"While oil prices are range-bound they have see-sawed all
week, gaining one day and losing the next which makes it
difﬁcult to make the right call when it comes to trading fuel
oil," the trader said. Uncertainty over future prices was
limiting forward sales of fuel in the coming months. "I heard
from a broker there is 200,000 on offer on February and
March prices but the volume traded on-screen so far is
pathetic - only 35,000 tonnes," a second trader said.
That came amid expectations of a rebound in fuel imports
from the West which could put downward pressure on fuel
oil prices, traders said. "I believe the current level of cash
differentials will be short-lived," the second trader said. At
least 2.25 million tonnes is currently due to arrive from the
West in the next two months according to Reuters Eikon
ship chartering data.
US Coal Exports Higher In November, Including
China-Bound Cargoes
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
9thJanuary 2017

US coal exports totaled 5.95 million mt in November, up
34.8% from the prior month and up 39.2% from the yearago month, US Census data showed Friday. The month also
showed the ﬁrst signiﬁcant US exports of bituminous coal to
China since February 2014. For overall US coal exports,
November was the highest monthly total of the year and the
highest monthly total since May 2015. Each of the major
categories — metallurgical, bituminous and subbituminous
— of US coal showed year-to-date highs in November. The
increase was due to the rally in seaborne prices for both
thermal and met coal that opened up more export

opportunities for US coal. S&P Global Platts’ assessment for
thermal coal delivered into Northern Europe (CIF ARA, 1560 day) averaged $80.73/mt in November, up 1.3% from the
prior month as the price continued to rally from a low
monthly average of $43.59/mt in February.
The Platts assessment for US low vol met coal FOB US East
Coast averaged $229.59/mt in November, up 16.1% from the
prior month and up 198.5% from the year-ago month.
Bituminous US coal exports in November totaled 1.99
million mt, up 50.9% from October and up 52.8% from the
year-ago month. In addition to a year-to-date high, the total
was the highest monthly total since April 2015. For the year,
bituminous US coal exports totaled 11.73 million mt, down
36.5% compared with the year-ago period.
Met coal exports increased in November to 3.49 million mt,
up 21.8% from October and up 34.4% from the year-ago
month. It was the highest monthly total since August 2015.
Year-to-date met coal exports totaled 32.9 million mt, down
15.3% compared with the year-ago period.
As OPEC Cuts, Traders Send European Oil Volumes
To Asia
Source: Reuters
11thJanuary 2017

European and Chinese traders are shipping a record 22
million barrels of crude from the North Sea and Azerbaijan
to Asia this month, seeking to plug any supply gap left by
OPEC production cuts. Over 11 million barrels of North Sea
Forties crude have either been ofﬂoaded or are on their way
to Asia, adding to a record 11 million barrels of Azeri crude
oil from Azerbaijan, Reuters oil trade ﬂows data showed.
The record export volumes come on expectations of tighter
Middle East crude supplies due to plans by the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to cut
production in an attempt to prop up prices. Seeing an
opportunity to sell North Sea oil proﬁtably in arbitrage deals
to Asia, seven supertankers chartered by commodity traders
Vitol and Mercuria, European oil major Royal Dutch Shell,
and China's reﬁner Unipec, have either delivered or are
expected to soon ofﬂoad European crude to China and South
Korea this month, according to trade sources and Reuters
data.
"Asia needs the oil, Europe has it. The OPEC cut has raised
prices, and that now makes it proﬁtable to send European
oil to Asia," said one senior trader with knowledge of the
deals on condition of anonymity as he is not allowed to talk
to media. December's OPEC deal, in which the group agreed
to cut production by 1.2 million barrels per day (bpd) in the
ﬁrst half of 2017, pushed up benchmark price Dubai against
Brent and West Texas Intermediate, allowing Asia to pull
more competitively priced supplies from the Atlantic Basin.
An ongoing Brent contango, a market structure where oil
becomes more expensive in future months, also enabled
traders to lock in proﬁts for crude on long voyages.

Shipping North Sea Forties crude from its load port Hound
Point in Britain to customers in North Asia, including Japan,
South Korea and China, takes over six weeks.
Saudi Oil Output Drops Under Opec Quota Close To
Two-Year Low
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
9th January 2017

Saudi Arabia has reduced oil production to less than 10
million barrels a day, below its targeted level, and will
consider renewing its pledge to cut crude output in six
months, Energy Minister Khalid Al-Falih said. The world’s
biggest oil exporter is currently producing at a 22-month
low. It had agreed to cut 486,000 barrels a day to 10.058
million barrels a day as part of a global deal to reduce output
to curb a supply glut. The caps on production, together with
rising demand and natural decreases in output in some
countries, will help balance the market and support prices,
Al-Falih said in a speech at an energy conference in Abu
Dhabi.
“Oil production now is below 10 million so far,” he told
reporters later on Thursday. “So, we’re going the extra mile
to lead our colleagues within and outside of OPEC to make
sure that the market sees that there’s serious action in
place.” Kuwait has also exceeded its targeted cut, according
to that country’s oil minister. Algeria’s energy minister said
his nation too will reduce output by more than its quota.
Saudi Arabia is due to meet fellow members of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries in May at
their bi-annual meeting in Vienna to assess the market and
the group’s production policy. OPEC states will also gather
with major producers outside the group later this month in
the Austrian capital to monitor their compliance with the
production cuts, which aim at shoring up prices. Benchmark
Brent crude was $1.00 higher at $56.10 a barrel in London
at 3:03 p.m. local time.
China Steel, Iron Ore Extend Gains On Capacity Cut
Drive
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
9th January 2017

MANILA, Jan 11 Steel and iron ore futures in China
advanced for a third session on Wednesday, hitting their
strongest in three weeks amid sustained efforts by Beijing to
tackle excess steel production capacity.
The drive since last year by the world's largest steel producer
to reduce surplus capacity has helped Chinese steel prices
snap a six-year losing streak, and they began 2017 higher as
well.
Iron ore has piggybacked on steel's rally, although traders
say plentiful stocks of the raw material at China's ports
suggest lean demand. Apart from shutting outdated
capacities, China will also eliminate by June 30 all
production of substandard rebar steel, according to local
Chinese media reports."(Beijing has) elevated the policy to
the equivalent of political mission," said Argonaut Securities

analyst Helen Lau. "In other words, if local government
ofﬁcials don't abide by this measure, they will risk losing
their jobs," Lau said in a note.
The most-active rebar on the Shanghai Futures Exchange
was up 2.2 percent at 3,164 yuan ($457) a tonne by the
midday break, after touching a three-week peak of 3,202
yuan. Annual production of substandard rebar, or
construction steel, in China was around 40-50 million
tonnes. The closure of these producers implies that China's
annual rebar output will be reduced by at least 20 percent,
said Lau. China produced about 200 million tonnes of rebar
in 2016.
Iron ore on the Dalian Commodity Exchange was last up 2.8
percent at 596.50 yuan a tonne. It earlier touched 602.50
yuan, the highest since Dec. 16. Iron ore is "not driven by
fundamentals," said a Shanghai-based trader, citing ample
supply of the raw material at ports. Stocks of imported iron
ore at major Chinese ports reached 116.7 million tonnes on
Jan. 6, according to SteelHome consultancy, the most since
Steel Home began tracking it in 2004. Iron ore for delivery
to China's Qingdao port .IO62-CNO=MB climbed 2.2
percent to $79.43 a tonne on Tuesday, according to Metal
Bulletin.
US Coal Production Declines In 2016, With Average
Coal Prices Below Their 2015 Level.
Source: Eia
9th January 2017

U.S. coal production in 2016 is expected to total 743 million
short tons (MMst), 17% lower than in 2015, and the lowest
level since 1978. Falling production in 2016 continues an
eight-year decline from peak production in 2008.
Production in all major coal regions fell by at least 15%. Low
natural gas prices, warmer-than-normal temperatures
during the 2015-16 winter that reduced electricity demand,
the retirements of some coal-ﬁred generators, and lower
international coal demand have contributed to declining
U.S. coal production.
The United States has ﬁve major basins or regions that
produce coal. Although weekly coal production in most
basins increased slightly since mid-year, weekly production
levels in all areas throughout 2016 have been signiﬁcantly
lower than over the previous ﬁve years. The largest annual
decline in coal production in 2016 was in the Powder River
Basin, which declined by 70 MMst (17%) from 2015 levels.
Declines in coal production relative to 2015 levels ranged
from 16% to 26% in the Northern and Central Appalachian
basins, the Rocky Mountain region, and the Illinois Basin.
Nearly all coal use in the United States is for electricity
generation. In the past few years, coal's share of electricity
generation has fallen as it has faced increasing competition
from natural gas and renewables. The average daily natural
gas spot price at the Henry Hub, a key benchmark, fell from
$2.63 per million British thermal units (MMBtu) in 2015 to
$2.40/MMBtu in 2016, resulting in increased natural gasﬁred electricity generation. In 2016, natural gas-ﬁred
electricity generation surpassed coal-ﬁred generation for the

ﬁrst time, accounting for an estimated 34% of total
electricity generation compared with coal’s 30% share. The
most recent Short-Term Energy Outlook forecasts total 2016
power sector coal consumption at about 681 MMst, the
lowest level since 1985.
China Coking Coal Rises Again As Investors Bet On
Tight Supplies
Source: Reuters
9th January 2017

Chinese coking coal prices rose for a fourth straight session
on Monday, recovering from a 2-1/2 month low hit last
week, as investors bet on tighter supplies amid a crackdown
on illegal mining by the world's top coal producer.
The most-active coking coal futures on the Dalian
Commodity Exchange were up 2.9 percent at 1,190 yuan
($171.66)per tonne at 0519 GMT.
Prices have gained 8 percent over the past four sessions after
slipping to 1,106.5 yuan last week, the weakest since Oct. 17.
The market continues to digest a raft of policy
announcements by the government aimed at closing
inefﬁcient, outdated coal mines and steel mills.
Shanxi province, the country's top coal producer, said it
plans to cap output and consolidate the industry around big
producers over the next four years in a bid to boost efﬁency.
At the weekend, state media reported that the nation's
biggest steelmaking province Hebei expects to slash 31.86
million tonnes of steel and ironmaking capacity in 2017.
Coke was also higher, gaining 2.3 percent to 1,563 yuan per
tonne.
While steelmaking raw material costs have been higher in
the past few weeks, analysts believe steel mills have
maintained their proﬁt margins due to suspensions of
operations as toxic smog blanketed the north of the country
in recent weeks. "This disruption to steel supply may be
acting to boost margins for China's domestic steel
producers," Barclays Capital said in a note, adding that
margins have remained high at 69 percent.
Iraq’s Southern Oil Exports Hit Record Before Opec
Cuts
Source: Hellenic Shipping watch
9th January 2017

Iraq’s oil exports from its southern ports in the Gulf reached
a record high in December, just before the country was due
to join other major producers in cutting output to help curb
a global oversupply. Shipments from southern ports in
Basra Province averaged 3.51 million barrels a day in
December, Oil Minister Jabbar Al-Luaibi said in an e-mailed
statement, up from 3.407 million in November. He didn’t
disclose ﬁgures for exports through Iraq’s northern pipeline
network, which typically average about 600,000 barrels a
day. “Achieving this record average will not affect Iraq’s
decision to cut output from the beginning of 2017,” AlLuaibi said. “Iraq is committed to achieving producers’ joint
goals to control the oil glut in world markets.”

$27m Contract Will Pay For Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard Repairs

Heung-A Shipping and Sinokor Merchant Marine to form a
niche shipping alliance targeting intra-Asia trade.

Source: Shipping Watch News
1stJanuary 2016

The new alliance, called HMM + K2, is planned to begin
operations in March 2017 and will automatically renew
every two years. The network will cover Japan, China and
South East/West Asia trades, and will include vessel
sharing, slot exchanges, and slot purchase agreements.
There are also plans to bring in joint investment in port
infrastructure and container equipment in both near and
long term. Formal contracts are expected to be signed next
month.

KITTERY, Maine (AP) — The U.S. Navy is going to give a
Maine company nearly $27 million for construction and
dock repairs at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Cianbro
(CHIN'-bro) Corp. of Pittsﬁeld is getting the contract. Maine
Sens. Susan Collins and Angus King say the work will help
make sure the shipyard is able to fulﬁll its role in protecting
national security. Collins is a Republican and King is an
independent. They say the contract was awarded
competitively and will pay for replacement of part of dry
dock number 3 at the shipyard. It will also pay for repairs to
the concrete entrance structures of the dry dock.
Korea Line's Shareholders Reject Purchase Of
Hanjin Assets
Source: World Maritime News
3rd January 2016

The shareholders of the South Korean shipping company
Korea Line Corp., part of SM Group, have refused to approve
the purchase of Hanjin Shipping’s Asia-US route network,
according to Yonhap News Agency. Namely, the proposal to
buy the route network and the bankrupt Korean carrier’s
client information related to the route was rejected during
the company’s shareholders meeting. The move comes less
than two months after Korea Line Corp signed the KRW 37
billion purchase deal, which included Hanjin’s subsidiaries
and logistics management systems in seven countries,
covering the US, China and Vietnam.
According to Korea Line’s stock exchange ﬁling, the
company expected the asset sale to be ﬁnalized on January
5, 2017. The company was selected as the preferred bidder
for Hanjin’s Asia-US route network and for the ﬁrm’s stake
in a container terminal at California’s Long Beach in early
November as it outbid its compatriot Hyundai Merchant
Marine (HMM), after both companies submitted their ﬁnal
proposals to buy the assets. However, Korea Line decided to
withdraw from the race for Hanjin’s 54% stake in terminal
operator Total Terminals International (TTI), which
operates two facilities in Long Beach and Seattle, in early
December. The share was estimated to be worth around
KRW 400 billion (USD 342.5 million).
Hyundai Merchant
Shipping Alliance
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Source: GCaptain
3rdJanuary 2016

South Korean shipping company Hyundai Merchant Marine
has signed an agreement with smaller Asia-only carriers

“HMM will acquire competitiveness against mega shippers,
as HMM will fully access Heung-A and Sinokor’s Intra Asia
networks which particularly focus on the Korea-Japan and
Korea-China trades etc,” Hyundai Merchant Marine said in
a press release announcing the HMM + K2 alliance.
“This consortium will result in cost savings and
improvement in customer services for Heung-A and Sinokor
which also strengthen their weak points in Tri-party
services.”
Hyundai Merchant Marine is currently a member of the G6
Alliance, which is due to expire next year. Beginning April 1,
2017, HMM will form a “strategic cooperation” with the 2M
alliance, made up of Maersk and Mediterranean Shipping
Company, but will not join the 2M as a full-time member.
Newcastlemax Duo Joins Diana Shipping's Fleet
Source: World Maritime News
4thJanuary 2016

Athens-based dry bulk owner has taken delivery of two
208,500 dwt Newcastlemax newbuildings, the MV San
Francisco and the MV Newport News, that were contracted
in May 2013. MV San Francisco is time chartered to
Singapore’s Koch Shipping at a gross charter rate of USD
11,750 per day for a period of twelve to about sixteen
months. Expected to commence on January 6, 2017, this
employment is anticipated to generate around USD 4.23
million of gross revenue for the minimum scheduled period
of the time charter.
The second Newcastlemax bulker, MV Newport News, is
scheduled to start working for Swiss Marine Services on
January 9 under a charter deal for a period of twenty-two to
twenty-six months. Additionally, Diana Shipping said it
completed a drawdown of USD 57.24 million from its
previously announced term loan facility with The ExportImport Bank of China. The purpose of this drawdown is to
partially ﬁnance the acquisition cost of the two
Newcastlemax newbuildings. Diana Shipping’s ﬂeet
currently consists of 48 dry bulk vessels with a combined
carrying capacity of 5.7 million dwt.

Q4 Ocean Freight Contract Rates Up From Q3:
Drewry
Source: World Maritime News
4thJanuary 2016

The London research house said many European importers
have received annual carrier bids for contracts effective from
January, with higher ﬁxed rates than in 2016. It said its
Drewry Benchmarking Club Contract Rate Index rose after
six consecutive quarters of falling rates. The index is based
on average transpaciﬁc and Asia-Europe contract freight
rate data provided conﬁdentially by 50 multinational
retailers and manufacturers that closely monitor their
contract freight rates.
Maersk Line chief commercial ofﬁcer Vincent Clerc also told
investors during a presentation recently, "Some of the
fundamentals seem to point toward a correction on the
freight rates or at least a correction on the supply and
demand." Philip Damas, head of the logistics practice of
Drewry, said: "2017 will be the ﬁrst year of increasing
contract rates since 2010 and this could come as a shock to
some logistics managers who had got used to deﬂationary
international transportation costs year after year."
Rates will increase, despite shipping over-capacity
continuing to be severe in 2017, Drewry projects. That may
sound like a paradox, but Drewry said, "Factors such as the
higher prices of fuel, the previously unsustainable level of
rates and the Hanjin bankruptcy are now weighing heavily
on pricing." Drewry said some of its beneﬁcial cargo owner
customers are concerned that the rapid consolidation of the
ocean carrier industry - which has moved from the "top 20
global carriers" to a smaller group of "top 14 carriers" - will
substantially change the bargaining power of carriers.
Dryships Announces Strategic Expansion Into The
Gas Carrier Market
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
6thJanuary 2016

DryShips Inc., an international owner of drybulk carriers
and offshore support vessels, announced today that, it has
agreed to enter into a “zero cost” Option Agreement (“LPG
Option Agreement”) with companies controlled by its
Chairman and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, Mr. George
Economou, to purchase up to four high speciﬁcations Very
Large Gas Carriers (“VLGC(s)”) capable of carrying liqueﬁed
petroleum gas (“LPG”) that are currently under construction
at Hyundai Heavy Industries (“HHI”). Each of the four
VLGCs are going to be employed on long term charters to
major oil companies and oil traders.
Under the terms of the LPG Option Agreement, the
Company will have three months to exercise four separate
options to purchase up to the four VLGCs at a price of $83.5
million per vessel. If the Company exercises all four of its
options, the total purchase price of the VLGC ﬂeet will be
$334.0 million. The transaction has been approved by the
independent directors of the Company based on third party
broker valuations. The Company intends to ﬁnance any
acquisition of the vessels by using cash on hand, its undrawn

liquidity under the previously announced new Sifnos
revolver and proceeds from its previously announced issuer
managed equity transaction.
Maersk Drilling Awarded $12m Offshore Colombia
Contract By Repsol
Source: Splash247
6thJanuary 2016

Spanish energy giant Repsol’s Colombia division has
awarded a drilling contract offshore the South American
country to Maersk Drilling. The Maersk Developer
semisubmersible will be deployed to drill the Siluro-1
exploration well in shallow water (90 metres depth) in block
RC-11 off Colombia’s Caribbean coast. Copenhagen-based
rig operator Maersk Drilling, a subsidiary of the Danish
conglomerate AP Moller Maersk, estimates the single-well
job will last 42 days. The contracted fee is $12m, which
includes mobilization and demobilization. Work will begin
in the second quarter of this year.
130 Shipbuilding Redundancies At Asc As Contracts
Run Out
Source: The Australian
6thJanuary 2016

Adelaide’s shipbuilding industry is winding down before
work begins on new naval ships and submarines, with the
Australian Submarine Corporation yesterday announcing a
further 130 redundancies.
The ASC has already completed two of the three air-warfare
destroyers it was contracted to build for the navy and is
anticipating further job cuts through the year as work on the
ﬁnal ship is completed.
The company said yesterday it would shed 45 trades
positions and 85 contract workers, including welders,
painters, electricians and pipe workers, by the end of next
month through a mix of voluntary and forced redundancies.
Staff employed on the air warfare destroyer project have
come down from a peak of just above 2000 in April 2015 to
1265 staff at the end of last year.
The ASC launched the ﬁrst of the ships, the Hobart, in May
2015, while the second, the Brisbane, was launched in
December. The ﬁnal ship, to be called the Sydney is due to
be launched early next year.
Although the government has promised that Adelaide will
have a permanent naval shipbuilding industry, tenders have
not yet been awarded and the ASC is not assured of winning
the work.
South Australian senator Nick Xenophon said jobs would
not have been lost if the government had acted earlier to
implement a continuous shipbuilding program and had not
let large projects to shipbuilders in Spain and Romania.
Spanish shipyards are building two naval supply ships,
worth $640 million, under a contract let early last year,

while a Dutch ﬁrm won a $500m contract from the
environment department to build a new icebreaker at its
Romanian shipyards.

agriculture are all vulnerable to hacking by criminal gangs
for extortion or, for political reasons, by militant groups or
foreign states.

New SM Container Line To Join Korea’s Local
Shipping Alliance

But ships are also exposed to interference through electronic
navigation devices such as the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and lack the backup systems airliners have to prevent
crashes. With 90 percent of world trade transported by
vessels, the stakes are high. Gaps in insurance for ship
owners and the disruptions that could cause have the
potential to drive up both industrial and consumer prices. In
a particularly secretive industry, information about the
nature of attacks is scarce, which insurance and shipping
ofﬁcials say is an obstacle to mitigating the risk.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
9thJanuary 2016

South Korea’s Samra Midas (SM) Group is working to join
the home-grown shipping alliance among country’s largest
cargo carrier Hyundai Merchant Marine Co. and smaller
local rivals running short-haul routes around Asia. SM
Shipping (a new container line created by Samra after it
completes acquisition of Asia-North America shipping route
of Hanjin Shipping, the country’s former largest shipper)
has strong intention to join the consortium and is in
discussion with maritime authorities about joining the
group before it is ofﬁcially launched, said Kim Chil-bong,
president of SM Group’s bulk carrier unit Korea Line Corp.
and also the director of the group’s container carrier division
in an interview with the Maeil Business Newspaper on
Wednesday. Dubbed as HMM+ 2K brings together HMM
under management of state creditors and intra-Asia
shippers Sinokor Merchant Marine Co., and Heung-a
Shipping Co. to become the ﬁrst kind of alliance among
domestic liners with initial partnership involving vessel
sharing and long-term investment in infrastructure.
The ﬂedgling group is open to new membership, an
unnamed ofﬁcial of the preparatory group said. Last year,
the three shippers handled 3.73 million twenty-equivalent
(TEU) units of cargoes on the intra-Asian routes and they
expect 20 percent jump in their capacity this year through
alliance. SM Group that runs bulk carrier Korea Line Corp.
would launch a container line operator this week after
completing payment to the bankruptcy court for assets of
Hanjin Shipping.
Its new container liner plans to be equipped with a ﬂeet of
11 containerships of 6,500-TEU capacity and 10 smaller
vessels with below-4,000-TEU capacity within the month.
SM Shipping would become the second largest container
carrier with 110,000 TEU capacity after HMM with 455,000
TEU capacity. Sinokor Merchant Marine and Heung-a
Shipping have cargo carrying capacity of 48,000-TEU and
38,000-TEU, respectively. The group also plans to start a
ship rental service by purchasing second-hand vessels on
top of adding the new container carriers, said SM Group
Chairman Woo Oh-hyun.
Insurance Gaps Leave Shipping Exposed
Growing Cyber Threats

To

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
13thJanuary 2016

Shipping companies grappling with the threat of cyber
attacks on vessels are ﬁnding insurance policies often fall
short, ofﬁcials involved in both industries say, a risk that
could feed through into global prices. Digitalization means
electricity networks, emergency services, industry and

There is also a gap in provision, because most existing cyber
or hull insurance policies will not cover the risk of a
navigation system being jammed or physical damage to the
ship caused by a hacking attack. “Shipping is very vulnerable
not just to jamming of their systems but now to spooﬁng as
well,” said professor David Last, strategic advisor to the
government-afﬁliated General Lighthouse Authorities of the
UK and Ireland, referring to devices that can transmit false
GPS signals.
The most high-proﬁle reported cyber attacks involving
shipping so far had wider targets. Last year, South Korea
said hundreds of ﬁshing vessels had returned early to port
after its GPS signals were jammed by North Korea, which
denied responsibility, and an earlier hack by drug trafﬁckers
diverted containers in Belgium’s Antwerp port. Other cases
have had a lower proﬁle: U.S. Coast Guard ofﬁcials have said
GPS interference disrupted operations at an undisclosed
U.S. port for several hours in 2014 and reported a similar
attack at a non-U.S. port, also unnamed, in 2015.
In the latter attack, the Coast Guard said affected ships were
able to navigate using radar, compasses and landmarks and
urged operators to make sure such skills were not lost. It also
called for more information-sharing on cyber threats.
North, a British based international marine mutual liability
insurer, said last month there were likely to be gaps in cover
as there was little data and risks were not well understood.
Shipping Loans Weigh Down Banks
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
13thJanuary 2016

Bad loans in the ship industry, which has been in distress for
years, are weighing on Germanys banks, according to a
Handelsblatt analysis of the balance sheets of large ﬁnancial
institutions. Virtually all banks involved in the ship business
set aside signiﬁcantly higher provisions for bad loans last
year. Maritime shipping has become one of the biggest
problems for German banks and it does not only affect the
usual northern, coastal-based suspects like HSH Nordbank
and NordLB. Dekabank, for example, trimmed its business
outlook for 2016 by a ﬁfth because the bank set aside an
unexpectedly large amount for bad ship loans in the first two
quarters. Helaba, which has its core businesses in central,
landlocked Germany, also attributed its elevated need for
reserves to bad ship loans.

Maritime Environment
Worst Is Over For Global Ship Recycling Industry
Says GMS
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
4thJanuary 2016

GMS, the world’s leading cash buyer of ships declared that
the worst seem to be over for the ship recycling industry, as
more yards came online during the course of 2016, as the
market gradually settled down to healthier levels. In its
annual review, GMS noted in its ﬁnal report for 2016 that “it
has been another extraordinary rollercoaster week (and year
overall) in the international ship recycling markets. The
markets witnessed crippling declines during the ﬁrst quarter
of the year as prices slid down from their mid-2014 peak
above USD 500/LT LDT, down to the very low USD
200s/LDT – a decline of over 50% in asset values! Just as
many were predicting the end of recycling markets as we
know it and calamitous declines into the USD 100s/LDT
were feared (to echo the nadir of the 1980s shipping
recession), the markets made a remarkable recovery to
storm almost USD 100/LDT higher and rise above USD
300/LDT levels again”, said GMS.

IMO has already approved a responsible roadmap for
developing a comprehensive strategy on reducing GHG
emissions from ships, through to a 2023 horizon. Shipping
is by deﬁnition an international activity and IMO is the
appropriate body to address its global challenges. While the
agreement of the European Parliament’s Committee still
needs approval at European higher level, it is disappointing
to see, in the face of global and demanding challenges, the
demonstration of regional and insufﬁcient thinking.
INTERCARGO has been participating actively in the
development of GHG reduction measures at IMO and in
close cooperation with the other International Shipping
Associations.
Moreover, it has always welcomed opportunities to discuss
in a climate of understanding with EU ofﬁcials, last time
being in the context of IMO’s 70th Marine Environment
Protection Committee in October 2016, when IMO approved
by consensus, among other initiatives, the above mentioned
roadmap. INTERCARGO has also not failed to remind on
any occasion that IMO was first in addressing GHG
emissions by adopting as early as 2013 technical and
operational requirements for new and existing vessels.
Ballast Water Management – 2016 And Beyond

According to GMS, “the next three quarters saw varying
degrees of ups and downs but the year ends on a
comparatively positive note as steel prices have overall
rebounded across the globe (particularly in China) and
currencies have stabilized after a tumultuous 2016 (as in
Turkey). Many yards had suffered foreclosures and
bankruptcies in the wake of the signiﬁcant price corrections
since 2014, but this year has ﬁnally seen plots get back on
their feet and banks have been more willing (even though it
remains relatively challenging) to sanction new LCs as
recyclers got back to business and started ﬁlling their yards
once again”.
Intercargo: “IΜΟ Has Our Full Support In The
Mitigation Of Global GHG Emissions From Ships”
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
13thJanuary 2016

INTERCARGO expresses its full support and total alignment
with IMO Secretary-General Kitack Lim’s concerns that
including shipping in the European Union’s Emission
Trading System (EU-ETS) could undermine efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from ships on a
global basis. These concerns were raised following an
agreement on 16 December 2016 by the European
Parliament’s Environment Committee that emissions from
ships should be included in EU-ETS from 2023, if IMO does
not deliver a further global measure to reduce GHG
emissions for international shipping by 2021.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
13thJanuary 2016

Simon Bonnett, Safety & Technical Manager (London)
outlines the status of ballast water management regulations,
problems facing owners and operators, and the need for
responsive ﬂag administrations. The International
Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’
Ballast Water and Sediments (the “Convention”) enters into
force on 8 September 2017. The implementation schedule
for the D-2 standard, in regulation B-3, has been relaxed by
International Maritime Organization (IMO) Resolution
A.1088(28). This resolution is an agreement among Parties
not to enforce the legal text of the Convention set out in the
current regulation B-3, and instead to apply a schedule
outlined in Table 1 below. The agreement also commits to an
amendment to regulation B-3. The proposal will be
circulated once the Convention enters into force and the
process to amend the Convention will take approximately
two years from September 2017, giving time for any party to
object to any changes should they wish to do so. No parties
are expected to object, since they have already committed to
IMO Resolution A.1088(28). Industry groups have brought
to the attention of the Marine Environment Protection
Committee (MEPC) 70 the great difﬁculty shipowners ﬁnds
themselves in when they want to purchase a reliable Ballast
Water Management (BWM) system (BWMS) that can
consistently meet the requirements of the D-2 discharge
standard. Even though there are many BWMSs approved by
the IMO’s Member States.

Miscellaneous
Asia's Shipping Lines Are Facing More Mergers
Source: Shipping Watch News
4th January 2017

With the prospects of a prolonged trade slowdown and
continued low freight rates, Asia's container lines look set
for further consolidation in 2017, projects Hyundai
Merchant CEO. Analysts point to possible Taiwanese
container merger.
China Launches Freight Train To Britain
Source: Shipping Watch News
4th January 2017

The ﬁrst freight train travelling all the way from China to
London has set off - on a journey that will cover a staggering
7,456 miles and pass through nine countries. The
locomotive, stuffed with £4million worth of goods including
socks and suitcases, departed from Yiwu West railway
station in Zhejiang Province, China on Sunday. Its epic
journey will come to an end in Barking, east London, having
been trundling along for 18 days. The service is being run by
the China Railway Corporation, and Britain is the eighth
country to be added to its list of destinations, with London
its 15th city.
Madrid and Hamburg are among the European cities that
the corporation transports goods to. The new route is set to
boost trade ties between the UK and China with goods such
as clothing and bags delivered along the re-established Silk
Road, connecting Europe and Asia, according to The Indian
Express, which cited a report from Xinhua news agency. The
focus on strengthening trade by expanding China’s railway
infrastructure and network is part of Chinese president Xi
Jinping's 'One Belt, One Road' strategy, announced in late
2013.
Swimming Contest On Bosporus World's Best Open
Water Event In 2016
Source: Daily Sabah
5th January 2017

World Open Water Swimming Association (WOWSA) has
announced the Samsung Bosphorus Cross-Continental
Swim as 2016's best open water swimming event in the
category of "Offering of the Year."
At the award ceremony, American former water polo athlete
and open sea swimmer, Steven Munatones, said, "The
Turkish Olympic Committee, its staff and volunteers
organize and plan, budget and execute one of the ﬁnest and
most iconic events in the world. The future is very bright for
this event and its leadership in the sport of open water
swimming is well-established and globally recognized."
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WOWSA evaluates open water swimming events all over the
world through an online poll and announces the best every
year. The selection criteria include popularity, difﬁculty
level, safety, geographical distribution of the participants, as
well as how the event supports open water swimmers and
coaches and the impact of open water swimming during the
calendar year.
Apart from the Samsung Bosphorus Cross-Continental
Swim, some of the other nominees were the Prison Island
Swims KIM SWIMS from the U.S., KAATSU Aqua from
Japan, Hawaii Tiger Shark Tracking from the U.S., OceanFit
from Australia and Wildswim.com from the U.K.
Headquartered in the U.S., WOWSA is an international
organization dedicated to the organization, promotion and
recognition of open water swimmers and open water
swimming events.
Start Of 2017 Looks Rocky For Asian Tankers
Source: Marine Link
9th January 2017

Asia’s crude tanker market faces the double whammy of a
ﬂood of newbuild deliveries and a cut in OPEC production
in Q1 2017. On the supply side, net capacity growth is
estimated to be around 5 percent for VLCCs, 9.6 percent for
Suezmaxes and 7 percent for the Aframaxes/LR2 segment in
2017. At least 50 percent of the newbuild VLCCs and
Suezmaxes will be delivered in Q1, worsening the oversupply
of tonnage.
On the demand side, OPEC’s planned output cut of 1.2
mmb/d starting January will lead to less crude export
cargoes with the VLCC segment bearing most of the brunt.
Assuming a compliance rate of 50-60 percent, the
production cut could potentially result in an average fall of
10 VLCC ﬁxtures per month. However, the negative impact
may be somewhat offset should Asian buyers turn to Atlantic
Basin barrels (such as West Africa, the Caribbean and South
America) as a substitute, increasing ton-mile demand. The
narrowing Brent premium to Dubai swaps will also
incentivize the movement of more barrels from the Atlantic
Basin to Asia. Moreover, as China adopts the “National V”
emissions standard this year, less sophisticated reﬁners are
likely to favor crudes with lower sulfur content. With Iran
exempted from the OPEC cuts, steady cargo volumes will
likely lend some support to the Suezmax market in Q1.
Iranian December crude exports are expected to hit 1.88
mmb/d (up by 40 percent y-o-y), with the potential to ramp
up to pre-sanctions levels of 2.2 mmb/d this year. While
Nigeria’s production has been plagued by strikes, any
subsequent increase may help to boost tanker demand.
Libya’s crude production reached 685 kb/d at the end of
December (up by 85 percent y-o-y). Should the country hit
its target of 900 kb/d by the end of Q1, this may lead to an
incremental increase in demand for Aframaxes.

